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What is Cinematography? 

Giving visuals to the
Director's vision describes

the role of a Cinematographer. A
vocation that conjures up images
of snow-capped peaks, low lying
clouds in a mist captured in slow
motion or time-lapse, action
unfolding in hot sultry sand
dunes, brightly lit comedy capers,
moodily drawn images in
shadows of a thriller. All of these
aiding visually to the drama
unfolding in a darkened theatre or
in your dimly lit space in front of
your viewing screens. One has to
have a passion for cinema, the art
and its history to thoroughly enjoy
and take up Cinematography as a
profession. Cinematographer,
Director of Photography (DOP),
and few other such titles go along
with your name, in accordance to
your experience and your
seniority in the field. Living legend
Roger Deakins says, "Apart from
capturing the Director's vision,
the other part to figure out for the

DOP, is the 'style' of the film…
Cinematography, that's just right
for the film." 

From early ‘60s to ‘90s, the
cinema was totally analogue.
Everything from the shooting to
editing, to sound and final release
was on celluloid. Cinema had to
its credit an overall history of 100
years and more, to have survived
from its silent era to its 70 mm
and IMAX extravaganza in the
millennium. The format evolved
from 8mm, to 9mm, then to
12.5mm and 16mm and 35mm
and eventually got standardized

as 8mm for home movies, 16mm
for documentaries and low
budget features, and 35mm for
big theatre releases. As the digital
era dawned, celluloid and
mechanical movement cameras
have got replaced with
electronics and digital sensors
instead. Basics are the same.
Earlier, light passing through a
lens attached to the camera hit
and set off a chemical reaction to
the celluloid strip. Now, in digital
camera, light hits a sensor where
science and algorithms set off a
manipulation and replica of how

the eyes see and perceive color.
After the Director and Art

Director, the most important
person then on the set was and
now still is the Cinematographer.
Their job profile entails thorough
knowledge of film stocks
available, kind of cameras and its
functioning, understanding
lighting to play with lights and
shadows to evoke a mood,
intrinsic design sense for sets or
outdoor locations, and framing
and composition to give
meaningful visuals to the
Director's vision. Cinemato-
graphy is taught as an art form
and as a vocation at two
prestigious Indian film schools -
FTII (Film and Television Institute
of India), Pune and SRFTI
(Satyajit Ray Film and Television
Institute), Kolkata. There are
introductory short courses
available online on FTII website,
under their initiative called SKIFT
(Skilling India in Film and
Television), which can help one
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is succeeding
at all the fronts of technology, right

from speech interpretation and recognition
interface to self-driving cars. It is one of
the top-most technologies having huge
potential in the present times as well as
the future. In broad terms, Artificial
Intelligence is the ability of a computer
program to learn and think. The
opportunity for innovation, modernisation
and development in AI is enormous and it
will keep changing the world in diverse
ways in the future. Involvement of AI is
everywhere, right from space exploration
to advancements in defence systems and
more. The technology is expanding
progressively, and it has the potential to
be more intelligent than ever. The phrase
"human error" came into existence
because humans make mistakes as and
when they learn. On the contrary,
computers, if properly programmed, don't
make mistakes. When AI is used,
decisions are taken from the previously
gathered information applying a certain
set of algorithms. So errors are reduced
and accuracy is achieved with a greater
degree of precision. AI is not restricted to
only robots with human characteristics, it

encompass anything from Google's
search algorithms to IBM's Watson to
autonomous weapons. 

What is Artificial Intelligence?
In broad sense, Artificial Intelligence is a

branch of computer science wherein smart
machines are built in such a manner that
they respond and behave like humans.
The purpose of building an intelligent
system, machine or robot is to support the
decision making process which is
completely analysed, based on the data
that is available with the organization. The

entire process of building an intelligent
system is same as that of humans
blending the information and providing
suitable decision. The only difference is
that in case of AI, the decision making is
reached by analysing tons of generated
and gathered data. Technocrats have
categorized AI into two parts - Narrow AI
and General AI. The former is designed to
accomplish basic tasks or to outperform
the basic human task such as facial
recognition, playing chess, solving
equations, internet searches or only

driving car. The later one is meant to 
design cognitive, intellectual, perceptive 
and rational task.230721 

Many vocations involve performing 
repetitive works like sending thank you 
email, verifying certain documents for 
errors etc. For example, verification of 
documents for processing loans, etc. The 
feature of AI Cognitive Automation helps to 
speed up the process of verifying the 
documents. Some of the highly advanced 
organizations use digital assistants to 
interact with users which save the need for 
human resources. Digital assistants are 
also used in many websites and mobile 
applications to attend to users' queries. 
We can chat with them about what we are 
looking for. Some chat bots are designed 
in such a way that it becomes hard to 
determine that we are chatting with a chat 
bot or a human being.230721

Artificial Intelligence incorporates 
both Machine Learning and Data 
Science 

AI has many inferences, depending on 
the specific industry it is used in. Most 
often, when people say AI, what they 
generally mean is Machine Learning. The
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Digital India is an umbrella
programme that was

launched by the Government of
India in 2015 with the vision to
transform India into a digitally
empowered society and
knowledge economy. The
initiative weaves together a large
number of ideas and thoughts
into a single, comprehensive
vision so that each of them can
be implemented as part of a
larger goal. Digital India aims to
provide the much-needed thrust
to the nine pillars of growth
areas, namely Broadband
Highways, Universal Access to
Mobile Connectivity, Public
Internet Access Programme, e-
Governance: Reforming
Government through
Technology, e-Kranti- Electronic
Delivery of Services, Information
for All, Electronics
Manufacturing, IT for Jobs and
Early Harvest Programmes.

Let us look at some of the
several important initiatives
undertaken by the Government
in line with the vision of Digital
India.

1. AADHAAR
Aadhaar identity platform is

one of the key pillars of Digital
India, wherein every resident of
the country is provided with a
unique identity or Aadhaar
number. The largest biometrics-
based identification system in
the world, Aadhaar is a strategic
policy tool for social and financial
inclusion, public sector delivery
reforms, managing fiscal
budgets, increase convenience
and promote hassle-free people-
centric governance. It is unique
and robust enough to eliminate
duplicate or fake identities and
may be used as a basis/primary
identifier to roll out several
Government welfare schemes
and programmes for effective
service delivery thereby
promoting transparency and
good governance.

2. BHARATNET
One of the biggest rural

telecom projects in the world,
BharatNet aims to connect all

Gram Panchayats with
Broadband. The aim is to
connect six lakh villages in 1,000
days within the target date of
May 2023. As compared to 2014,
when only 59 Gram Panchayats
had Broadband, 1.55 lakh Gram
Panchayats are now connected
with Optical Cable Fibre under
BharatNet. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, in his address
on the occasion of 74th
Independence Day said, that
"Participation of rural India and
villages in Digital India is very
important for balanced
development of India."

3. MYGOV
MyGov is a citizen

engagement platform that
disseminates authentic
information on Government
policies, programmes, schemes,
guidelines, SOPs, etc. to citizens
in a citizen-friendly format
through social media platforms.
It is a unique first-of-its-kind
participatory governance
initiative involving the common
citizen at large. The idea of
MyGov brings the government
closer to the common people by
the use of online platform
creating an interface for healthy
exchange of ideas and views
involving the common citizen
and experts with the ultimate
goal to contribute to the social
and economic transformation of
India. MyGov has over 1.82
crore registered users. During
the COVID-19 pandemic, MyGov
is also working as a

crowdsourcing platform for
medical equipment and
essentials. The Government also
launched India's first Artificial
Intelligence-enabled MyGov
Corona Helpdesk to provide
latest information, curb rumours,
and misinformation. 

4. AAROGYA SETU
The world's most downloaded

COVID-19 tracking app, Aarogya
Setu works as guiding light for
the Government to identify
hotspots, aiding in curbing the
spread of the infection. The app
augments the initiatives of
Government of India, particularly
the Department of Health, in
proactively reaching out to and
informing the users of the app
regarding risks, best practices,
and relevant advisories
pertaining to COVID-19. If one
makes a first or a second-degree
contact with a COVID-19
positive person, Aarogya Setu
alerts them and gets them timely
medical help. The self-
assessment test also helps one
in identifying possibilities of
infection.

5. CoWIN
India developed CoWIN as the

central IT system for
strategizing, implementing,
monitoring, and evaluation of
COVID19 vaccination. CoWIN is

the digital backbone for the 
vaccination drive in India. 
CoWIN helps citizens in finding 
vaccination centres as per the 
vaccine availability and online 
vaccination slot booking. The 
platform also issues a 
universally verifiable digital 
certificate post vaccination. As 
on June 30, 2021, over 30 crore 
registrations had been 
completed through CoWIN. 
Recently, many countries have 
shown interest in using this 
platform.230721

6. e-AUSHADHI
e-AUSHADHI (Ayurveda, 

Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy 
Automated Drug Help Initiative) 
portal supports the fight against 
COVID-19 with increased 
transparency and accountability 
for medical supplies across 
India. The portal has benefitted 
States in ensuring to save costs 
by 20% by a scientific 
forecasting system. The portal 
also aids in streamlining 
warehouse management, quality 
management, equipment inven-
tory management, equipment 
complaint chain management, 
equipment auction life cycle, 
human resource and finance 
management. 

7. TELE-LAW
Tele-Law scheme is an effort

to make legal aid accessible to
the marginalized communities
and citizens residing in rural
areas. The scheme envisages
the use of communications and
IT for the delivery of legal
information and advice. This is a
medium of e-interaction between
lawyers and citizens through
video-conferencing or
telephone/phone mode.
8,63,755 beneficiaries registered
and 8,41,293 received advice (till
May 2021). Beneficiaries include
2,59,347 women, 2,06,534
people from Scheduled Caste,
1,68,677 from Scheduled Tribe,
and 2,52, 208 from Other
Backward Classes.

8. DIGILOCKER
DigiLocker is a secure cloud-

based platform for issuance,
sharing and verification of critical
lifelong documents or

certificates. It has created a new
paradigm for true paperless
governance. Currently,
DigiLocker provides access
(anytime, anywhere) to more
than 347 crore digital documents
(legally accepted as originals)
issued from over 100 issuers
comprising of Central and State
agencies such as Transport
Department, IT Department,
State and Central Education
Boards, etc. DigiLocker aids in
faster delivery of all Government
benefits, employment, financial
inclusion, education, health and
more. It also brings ease of
doing business for various
agencies, as it enables
Government agencies to verify
data directly from issuers after
obtaining user consent. 

9. FASTAG
FASTag is a device that

employs Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) technology
for making toll payments directly
while the vehicle is in motion.
FASTag (RFID Tag) is affixed on
the windscreen of the vehicle
and enables a customer to make
the toll payments directly from
the account which is linked to
FASTag. It offers the
convenience of cashless
payment along with benefits like-
savings on fuel and time as the
customer does not has to stop at
the toll plaza.

10. UMANG
UMANG (Unified Mobile

Application for New-Age
Governance) is a common,
unified platform and mobile app
that facilitates a single point of
access to all Government
services. Its primary aim is to
abridge inconvenience faced by
users in managing multiple
mobile apps. UMANG brings
over 1,200 Central & State
Government services as well as
more than 20,000 bill payment
services-all at one place.
UMANG is integrated with
Aadhaar, DigiLocker, Payment
Gateway, SMS/E-mail Gateway,
etc. to offer end-to-end
digital/online delivery of services.
Since its launch in 2016,
UMANG app has come a long
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Born out of the need to have a nation
wide simple and transparent system

of taxtion to enable the Indian industry to
complete not only internationally, but also
in the domestic market, the historic tax
reform was first rolled out on 1st July,
2017. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has
lauded GST on its completion of four
years and said it has been a milestone in
the economic landscape of India. In a
tweet, the Prime Minister said, "GST has
decreased the number of taxes,
compliance burden & overall tax burden
on common man while significantly
increasing transparency, compliance and
overall collection."

What is GST? 
GST is one indirect tax for the whole

nation, which will make India one unified
common market. GST is a single tax on
the supply of goods and services, right
from the manufacturer to the consumer.
Credits of input taxes paid at each stage
will be available in the subsequent stage
of value addition, which makes GST
essentially a tax only on value addition at
each stage. The final consumer will thus
bear only the GST charged by the last
dealer in the supply chain, with set-off
benefits at all the previous stages.

What does GST mean for
i. Business and Industry?

Easy compliance: A robust and
comprehensive IT system is the
foundation of the GST regime in India.
All taxpayer services such as
registrations, returns, payments, etc.
are available to the taxpayers online,
which makes compliance easy and
transparent.
Uniformity of tax rates and
structures: GST ensures that indirect
tax rates and structures are common
across the country, thereby increasing
certainty and ease of doing business.
In other words, GST makes doing
business in the country tax neutral,
irrespective of the choice of place of
doing business.
Removal of cascading: A system of
seamless tax-credits throughout the
value-chain, and across boundaries of
States, ensures that there is minimal
cascading of taxes. This reduces
hidden costs of doing business.
Improved competitiveness:
Reduction in transaction costs of
doing business eventually leads to an
improved competitiveness for the
trade and industry.
Gain to manufacturers and
exporters: The subsuming of major
Central and State taxes in GST,
complete and comprehensive set-off
of input goods and services and
phasing out of Central Sales Tax
(CST) reduces the cost of locally
manufactured goods and services.
This increases the competitiveness of
Indian goods and services in the
international market and gives a boost
to Indian exports. The uniformity in tax
rates and procedures across the
country also goes a long way in
reducing the compliance cost.

ii. Central and State Governments?
Simple and easy to administer:
Multiple indirect taxes at the Central
and State levels were replaced by
GST. Backed with a robust end-to-end
IT system, GST is simpler and easier
to administer than all other indirect
taxes of the Centre and State levied
so far.
Better controls on leakage: GST
has resulted in better tax compliance
due to a robust IT infrastructure. Due
to the seamless transfer of input tax
credit from one stage to another in the

chain of value addition, there is an
inbuilt mechanism in the design of
GST that incentivizes tax compliance
by traders. On the occasion of the
completion of four years of GST, the
Union Finance Ministry issued
appreciation letters to over 54,000
GST payers for timely filing of returns
and a cash payment of tax.
Higher revenue efficiency: GST has
decreased the cost of collection of tax
revenues of the Government, and
thus, led to higher revenue efficiency.

iii. The Consumer?
Single and transparent tax
proportionate to the value of goods
and services: Due to multiple indirect
taxes being levied by the Centre and
State, with incomplete or no input tax
credits available at progressive stages
of value addition, the cost of most
goods and services in the country
used to be laden with many hidden
taxes. GST ensured only one tax from
the manufacturer to the consumer,
leading to transparency of taxes paid
to the final consumer.
Relief in overall tax burden:
Because of efficiency gains and
prevention of leakages, the overall tax
burden on most commodities has
come down to the benefit of the
consumers.

Which taxes at the Centre and State
level were subsumed into GST? 

At the Central level: 
a. Central Excise Duty
b. Additional Excise Duty
c. Service Tax
d. Additional Customs Duty, commonly

known as Countervailing Duty
e. Special Additional Duty of Customs

At the State level:
a. Subsuming of State Value Added

Tax/Sales Tax
b. Entertainment Tax (other than the tax

levied by the local bodies),

c. Central Sales Tax (levied by the
Centre and collected by the States)

d. Octroi and Entry tax
e. Purchase Tax
f. Luxury tax
g. Taxes on lottery, betting and gambling.

What has been the impact of GST?
India's tax base has almost doubled

from Rs. 66.25 lakh to Rs. 1.28 crore in 
the last four years. According to the Union 
Finance Ministry, GST revenue collection 
in India has been over the Rs. 1,00,000 
crore-mark for eight consecutive months 
in a row with as much as Rs. 1,02,702 
crore collected in May alone. This is 
despite the fact that many states remain 
under strict COVID-19-enforced 
lockdown.230721

GST has significantly eased one of the 
most complex indirect tax systems in the 
world. A company looking to do business 
in every state had to make as many as 
495 different submissions. Under GST, 
that number has reduced to just 12.

GST has reduced the rate at which 
people have to pay tax. The revenue 
neutral rate as recommended by the RNR 
(Revenue neutral rate)Committee was 
15.3%. Compared to this, the weighted 
GST rate at present, according to the RBI, 
is only 11.6%.

GST is both consumer and taxpayer-
friendly. While high tax rates of the pre-
GST era acted as a disincentive to paying

tax, the lower rates under GST helped to
increase tax compliance. More than 66
crore GST returns have been filed so far.
Under GST, compliance has also been
improving steadily, with around 1.3 crore
taxpayers registered. 

Today, businesses with an annual
turnover of up to Rs. 40 lakh are GST
exempt (for goods). Initially, this limit was
Rs. 20 lakh. Additionally, those with a
turnover up to Rs. 1.5 crore can opt for
the Composition Scheme and pay only
1% tax (for goods).For services,
businesses with turnover upto Rs. 20 lakh
in a year are GST exempt. A service
provider having turnover upto Rs. 50 lakh
in a year can opt for composition scheme
for services and pay only 6% tax.

In light of COVID-19, taxpayers were
given certain compliance-related
relaxations to ease their burden. Relief
was provided by way of payment
deferrals, reduced interest rate, and
waiver of late fee/capping of late fee to
Rs. 500 in certain cases. 

The GST Council decided to slash the
GST rate on several key COVID-19
essential supplies so as to provide relief
to citizens during the pandemic. A 5%
GST cut was given for medical grade
oxygen, Remdesivir, Heparin (anti-
coagulant), COVID-19 testing kits,
inflammatory diagnostic kits, hand
sanitizers, helmets (non-invasive ventil-
ation), gas/electric/other furnaces for
crematorium (including their installation),
pulse oximeter, high-flow nasal cannula
device, oxygen concentrators/generators,
ventilators, BiPAP machine, temperature
check equipment. A 12% cut was
announced for ambulances and no GST
for Tocilizumab and Amphotericin B. 

On the recommendations of the
Council, exemptions from IGST to import
of specific COVID-19-related relief goods
such as medical oxygen, oxygen
concentrators, and other oxygen storage
and transportation equipment, certain
diagnostic markers, test kits, and
vaccines, meant for donating to
Government or any other relief agencies
on the recommendation of State
authorities till August 31, 2021. 

The GST Council recommended
several trade beneficial clarifications in
light of the COVID-19 pandemic. One of
them was related to Anganwadis. It was
clarified that GST is not applicable on
services supplied to an educational
institution, including Anagawadi, by way
of serving of food/catering irrespective of
its funding from Government grants or
through corporate donations. 

The GST Composition Scheme was
revamped over the years. Service
providers were included under the
Scheme, and the limit for manufacturers
and traders was increased from Rs. 1
crore to Rs. 1.5 crore a year. These
measures benefitted more than 25 lakh
taxpayers. With effect from FY 2019-20,
the Composition Scheme was extended
to suppliers of services (up to Rs. 50 lakh
turnover). Further, the composition
taxpayers were allowed to furnish returns
on an annual basis as against quarterly
as was the case earlier.

4 Years of GST : Significance & Impact
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decide if learning and practicing
Cinematography as a profession is for
you or not. 

Cinematography then…
The motion picture industry has

changed a lot in the past 10-15 years from
the conventional way of celluloid base
(the physical handling of camera negative
and print film) changing to its current
digital avatar. In the early days of cinema,
only the Cinematographer during a film
shoot would know what and how the
scene in front of the camera was being
captured, as it was his technical
knowledge of film stock and a keen eye,
through the viewfinder, which helped him
see the action unfold and get imprinted on
the negative as the camera whirred.
There was no other method to 'monitor'
the day's proceedings other than getting
the day's work processed in the
laboratory and seeing the 'rushes' in the
evening or the next day. Subsequently, as
technology and electronics improved, the
Director got a chance to "tap' into the
camera and 'video assist' became the
norm in monitoring the day's proceedings
during a shoot. This was in early '70s and
'80s. From the year 2000 onwards, the
digital era dawned and completely
changed the way films were shot,
monitored and exhibited.

Cinematography now…
The new digital cameras and their

recorded file systems eased the process
and made it convenient to show the
image to the camera team, the production
team, the direction team and the
Producers. Various tents and areas are
created where different sets of people
view the day's proceedings and take
collective decisions. The video assist
person mostly catered to this, during the
video tap days. But in this digital cinema
age, there has to be more than just
allowing yourself to be a
Cinematographer. The 2-3 years spent in
a film school learning about film-making
and specializing in your craft gives you
more opportunity than just being a
'camera person' that you do become. The
knowledge you pick up also helps you in
becoming an entrepreneur. You can
become an entrepreneur by doing one or
all of the following:

Steadicam or any image stabilizing
equipment operator/provider
Aerial and drone systems operator/
provider
Motion control systems operator/
provider

Lights rental house
Camera equipment rental store
Digital Imaging Technician (DIT)
Colorist
Post Production supervisor / technical
expert for a channel or OTT platforms

Among these options, the most
lucrative one is DIT.

What and who is a DIT? 
DIT is a term or a position given to the

person on the film set, who handles the
exact BITS and BYTES transfer of your
digital image acquired from the camera
(the image files) and also the
simultaneous sync sound files from the
audio station along with footage from the
guy doing the 'making' of the film or the
BTS (Behind the Scene) footage on a film
shoot. Basically a data wrangler. Looks
and sounds easy - copy and paste the
image and audio file. Well, it's a highly
responsible job, once you know and
understand the duties of a DIT and the
stuff he or she does. You should be ready
to slog and work from an outdoor location
like a street, a parking lot, a remote corner
of a constructed set or a plush hotel room,
as may be demanded by the tough
outdoor/indoor locations of the film being
shot. The need for the DIT came when the
digital cameras were able to give out
RAW and other optional digital file formats
as image to the camera cards. These

cards were similar to the earlier exposed
film rolls. How to read them, how to see
the true color rendition of the recorded
shot in the camera was what the whole
issue was about and more. 

Benefits of having a DIT on shoot 
Coordination of post production

requires communication with a variety of
different people, understanding
expectations of each department like
sound, edit, VFX and final color correction
respectively. 

Technical management and post
production work flow: The process
requires a person to liaison with all units
including recipients of file based material
at the end of the shoot, ruling out
unforeseen surprises and cost. For
example, what kind of transcoded files to
make which are easy to use on any
editing software. After the edit lock and
EDL, will the RAW files match the proxy
files and open up in a post production
digital imaging facility later - one has to
think that much ahead of the pre-
production stage. The DIT also makes
suggestions to shorten the post-
production time according to the budget
and easy turn around with best RAW
image options.

On-set Workflow: Ensuring correct
use of camera technology (different
cameras, formats, codecs, bit depth,
transfer data rate etc). Security of footage
transferred (a day's costing for the shoot
depends on this simple but highly crucial
process), so right gear and equipment for
the above job is the key. Dragging and

dropping the files from the camera card is
the unsafe method to do the transfer.
Ancillary softwares with 'check sum'
facility are needed to correlate bits and
bytes as recorded and as transferred and
backed up. Guaranteed transfer of every
bit of shot material on the recorded
camera card to a safe sturdy hard drive
and its backups. Visual verification of
transferred material in a quickest manner
possible so that timely intervention is
done in case of anything going wrong,
before any setup is changed during a
shoot.  Earlier, during a video tap it was
an auto exposure recorded footage on
tape or a DVD disc, not helping you judge
the accuracy of aperture, contrast and
legal limits of highlight and shadows,
which now is possible in real time.

DIT ensures that the day’s work is
securely and effectively backed up as
master backup and two backup copy
using paid software such as Shotput Pro,
Silverstack or DaVinci Resolve free
version for cloning.

DIT caters to the DOP and the
Cinematographer by supervising a team
of assistants and focus puller to check
technical consistency of the digital
camera codecs, aspect ratio, file formats,
naming conventions and warn the team of
any issue coming up, handling multiple
formats and different cameras, matching
look and consistency, designing a LUT
along with the DOP.

Any mistake or oversight (soft focus,
dead pixels, dirt on lenses or filters etc.)
spotted at the shoot stage is better than
spending millions later to correct them.
The DIT works with the production team
and Producers by safely giving back ups
and answering questions and doubts
regarding technical aspects of digital
cinema for the uninitiated. DIT caters to
the Director by lining up the edit or day's
rushes to evaluate at home. DIT caters to
the first Assistant Director/ Script
Supervisor/ first and second assistant
camera to check all mentioned shots in
continuity and to ensure that script
supervisor reports and camera reports
have been transferred before the camera
cards are given back for reformatting. DIT
helps the editing crew in transcoding
proxy files of the day's work to be easily
playable on edit software. So the basic

elements that the DIT should be able to
provide is - security of footage,
transcoding of footage in any easily
playable codec for edit or daily rushes,
on-set color management, for 'Look'/
applied LUT in consultation with DOP, and
Live raw assessment for quick turnaround
of location and setup change.

DIT setup
Depending on the above, the team can

decide, as per the budget of the
production, an independent setup or a
setup for mid level or high budget film,
whether the production has a need of just
a data wrangler to just transfer copy
backup of footage, or a DIT along with the
data wrangler for quality control of footage
and transcoding, or a Senior DIT - all of
the above and on set color management
and workflow involvement. Depending on
the above 3 scenarios, the person will be
coming to the set with necessary
hardware, software options, justifying
their involvement and the budget.

Qualities a DIT must have
Thorough knowledge of the science of

digital filmmaking is a must. A
cinematography student or a practicing
professional is best suited for this job as
one has to have that knowledge of all
digital cameras, knowledge of computers
and its associated hardware and software
and also of color theory. This can later
create an opportunity for growth as a
Colorist too. Most importantly, a DIT
should posses the skill of an effective
team member and have the ability to take
certain decisions which can save the day
and money on a film set. Basically, apart
from creating backup of the footage for
the Producers, the DIT liaisons with the
DOP and his team to get the best out of
the camera. The DIT should understand
that the DOP may and will have a decent
knowledge of all of the above, but they
may be involved deeply into creating
images and completing the day's work for
the producer/director. One should not be
flaunting one's knowledge and position on
the sets, because in the hierarchy, the
DOP is much above the DIT. The DIT
team has to be discreet in their approach
to point out mistakes or accidents
happening. DIT person should have the
understanding of color and color space
(shooting, viewing, display and
deliverable color space) to be able to
provide a look or a color to the RAW
images being shot, which is a big help on
set, to apply a predetermined 'look' or a
LUT, or create one for the DOP/Director
and also a 'look' laden transcoded shots
for the edit. 

Continued from page 1
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Union Public Service 
Commission

Dholpur House, Shahjahan Road
New Delhi-110069 

INDICATIVE ADVERTISEMENT NO. 09/2021 

Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct
recruitment by selection through website http://www.upsconline.
nic.in to the following posts by 12th August, 2021. 

1. (Vacancy No. 21070901224)
Three vacancies for the post of Assistant Director in Central
Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute (CFQCTI),
Faridabad, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers
Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare  ( OBC-01,
UR-02) (PH*-01). *Of the three vacancies, one vacancy is reserved for
candidates belong to PwBD with Locomotor Disability including
Cerebral Palsy, Leprosy Cured, Dwarfism, Acid Attack Victims,
Muscular Dystrophy with disability i.e.  One leg affected (R or L) (OL)
or One arm affected (R or L) (OA) or One leg and One arm affected
(OLA) or  Cerebral Palsy (CP) or Leprosy Cured (LC) or Dwarfism
(DW) or Acid Attack Victims (AAV) or Muscular Dystrophy (MDy). Pay
Scale: Level-10 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC. Age: 35 years.       

2. (Vacancy No. 21070902224)
One vacancy for the post of Assistant Director (Weed Science) in
Directorate of Plant Protection, Quarantine and Storage,
Faridabad, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers
Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare  ( UR-01).
Pay Scale: Level-10 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC. Age: 35 years. 

3. (Vacancy No. 21070903424)
Eight vacancies for the post of Research Officer (Implementation)
in the Regional Implementation Offices, Department of Official
Languages,  Ministry of Home Affairs, (SC- 01, OBC-02, UR-05)
(PH*-01). *Of the eight vacancies, one vacancy is reserved for
candidates belong to PwBD with Locomotor Disability including
Cerebral Palsy, Leprosy Cured, Dwarfism, Acid Attack Victims,
Muscular Dystrophy with disability i.e. One leg affected (R or L) (OL)
or One arm affected (R or L) (OA) or  Cerebral Palsy (CP) or Leprosy
Cured (LC) or Dwarfism (DW) or Acid Attack Victims (AAV). Pay
Scale: Level-07 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC. Age: 30 years.

4. (Vacancy No. 21070904424)
Thirty-four vacancies for the post of Senior Grade of Indian
Information Service in Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
(SC- 04, ST-02, OBC-08, EWS-03, UR-17) (PH*-02). *Of the thirty-four
vacancies, two vacancies are reserved for candidates belonging to
category of Persons with Benchmark Disability (PwBD). Of the two
vacancies, one vacancy is reserved for candidates belonging to
category of Persons with Benchmark Disability (PwBD) with Deaf and
Hard of Hearing disability  i.e. Fully Deaf (FD) or Hard of Hearing (HH)
and one vacancy is reserved for candidates belonging to category of
Persons with Benchmark Disability (PwBD) with Autism, Intellectual
Disability, Specific Learning Disability, Mental Illness  i.e. Autism
Spectrum Disability (ASD) or Intellectual Disability (ID) or Specific
Learning Disability (SLD) or Mental Illness (MI).  Pay Scale: Level-07
in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC. Age: 30 years.
The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date
for submission of online application.
The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to visit
Commission's ORA Website http://www.upsconline.nic.in. The
detailed advertisement along-with 'Instructions and Additional
Information to candidates for Recruitment by Selection' has been
displayed on Commission's Website http://www.upsc.gov.in as well
as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website http://www.
upsconline.nic.in.

CANCELLATION NOTICE
1. (F1/178(26)/2019-R.IV)
It is to inform all concerned that the recruitment process for two (02)
vacancies of the post of Deputy Director (Planning/Statistics) in the
Planning Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi, Vacancy No.
20030513414, published by the Commission in Employment News
Paper on 14.03.2020 vide Item No. 13 of Advertisement No. 05/2020
has been cancelled on the request of the indenting Department, i.e.
Planning Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
2.  (F.1/179(25)/2015-R.II).
It is notified for information to all concerned that as the requisitioning
Ministry has withdrawn the requisition, the process of recruitment to Six
(06) (UR-06) vacancy for the posts of Assistant Director (Non-Medical)
in Central Research Institute, Kasauli, Directorate General of Health
Services, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare by direct recruitment
advertised in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar and website of the
Commission on 14.11.2015 (Commission's Advertisement No.16/2015 at
Item No. 02, Vacancy No. 15111602214), stands cancelled.

EN 17/75

High Court of Gujarat, Sola, Ahmedabad
Recruitment of Legal Assistants

No. RC/B/1320/2021
The High Court of Gujarat invites 'On-line Applications' from the candidates with Degree in Law, for
filling up 16 vacancies for the post of Legal Assistant on the establishment of this High Court, on purely
ad-hoc and contractual basis, on a fixed remuneration of Rs. 20,000/- p.m., initially for 11 months
(extendable on periodical basis upto a maximum period of 3 Years). The 'Detailed Advertisement' shall be
made available on the Gujarat High Court Website www.gujarathighcourt.nic.in OR https://hc-
ojas.gujarat.gov.in from 15/07/2021 onwards and will also be displayed on the Notice Boards of Gujarat
High Court / District Courts and National Law Universities and all Law Colleges in the State. Registration
of Online Application shall begin from 26/07/2021 (12:00 noon). Last date of submission of Online
Application will be 10/08/2021 (23:59 hours).
High Court of Gujarat   
Sola, Ahmedabad-60 Registrar
EN 17/56 (Recruitment & Finance)

Advertisement Notice No. ADM/CON/S-l(8)/

National Library, Kolkata
Ministry of Culture

Government of India
One post of Assistant Library and Information Officer (Gujarati Language) shall be filled
up by deputation (including short-term contract) basis in the pay Structure of Rs. 44,900-
1,42,100/-, Level-7 in the National Library, Kolkata.
Details about the essential qualification, work experience, eligibility criteria and terms and
conditions etc. can be downloaded from the official website of National Library, Kolkata i.e.
www.nationallilbrary.gov.in. Interested candidates can submit the application within 60
days from the next date of advertisement of the vacancy circular. 
davp 09122/11/0003/2122 EN 17/60
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F. No. 30-1/2019-Admn.II

Government of India

O/o The Medical Superintendent
Safdarjung Hospital & VMMC

New Delhi-110029
Dated: 17/06/21

Applications are invited from eligible candidates for filling up the post of Sr. Technical
Officer (Medical Laboratory Technology), Clinical Psychologist & Radiographer
on deputation basis in VMMC & Safdarjung Hospital.
1. Eligibility: i) Citizenship – must be a citizen of India.
ii) The details of post, pay scale, Qualification, Experience and other details are as
under:
S. Post & Pay No. of Mode of Qualification & Experience
No. Scale Vacancies Recruitment

(Revised)
1. Senior 05 Deputation Officers of the Central Government or 

Technical (including State Government or Union Territory 
Officer (Medical short term or Autonomous or Statutory organiza-
Laboratory contract) tion or Public Sector Undertaking or
Technology) University or Recognised Research
(Group ‘B’ Non Institution.
Gazetted) (a) (i) Holding analogous posts on 
Level-8 in the regular basis in the parent
pay matrix cadre or department; or
(Rs. 47600- (ii) Officials in Level-7 in the pay
151100) matrix with two years regular

service in the parent cadre 
or Department, and

(b) Possessing the following 
education qualification and 
experience:-
Essential:
Bachelors Degree in Medical
Laboratory Science from a
recognised University or 
Institute;
Experience: Three years’
experience as Medical 
Laboratory Technologist or 
Laboratory Technologist 
from any recognised Hospital
or Institution.

Note 1: The departmental officers in 
the feeder category who are in the 
direct line of promotion shall not be 
eligible for consideration for appoint-
ment on deputation. Similarly, the 
deputationist shall not be eligible for 
consideration for appointment by 
promotion.

2. Clinical 02 Deputation Officers of the Central Government or 
Psychologist (including State Government or Union Territories
(Group ‘B’ short term or Autonomous or Statutory organisa-
Non-Gazetted) contract) tions or Public Sector Undertaking or 
Level-6 Universities or Recognised Research
(Rs. 35400- Institutions.
112400) (a) (i) Holding analogous posts on 

regular basis in the parent 
cadre or department; or

(ii) With six years regular service
in the grade rendered after 
appointment thereto on a 
regular basis in posts in level 
5 in the pay matrix or 
equivalent in the parent 
cadre or department, and

(b) Possessing the following
educational qualifications 
and experience:-
1. Master degree in Clinical
Psychology from a 
recognised University or 
institute; or
2. Bachelor Degree in Clinical
Psychology from a recognised
University and two years 
experience in Clinical 
Psychology from a Govern-
ment Hospital.

3. Radiographer 02 Deputation Officers under the Central Government-
(Group ‘C’ Non- (a) (i) Holding analogous posts on 
Gazetted) regular basis, or
Pay Band-1: (ii) With ten years’ regular 
Rs. 5200- service in the pay scale of 
20200 with Pay Band 1, Rs. 5200-
grade pay of 20200 with grade Pay of Rs.
Rs. 2800, 2000; or
(Pre-revised) (iii) With five years’ regular 
and revised service in the posts in the 
pay level-5 pay scale of Pay Band 1, 
(Rs. 29200- Rs. 5200-20200 with Grade
92300) Pay of Rs.2400: AND

S. Post & Pay No. of Mode of Qualification & Experience
No. Scale Vacancies Recruitment

(Revised)
(b) Essential:

Educational qualifications:
(a) 12th class pass with 
Science from a recognised 
Board;
(b) Diploma or Certificate in
Radiography. (Two year 
duration) from recognised 
institution; and
(c) Experience: One year
experience in Radiography 
in a Hospital or Medical 
Institute.

2. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years, which may
at the discretion of the borrowing authority, be curtailed or extended. It would also be
subject to the conditions laid down with Department of Personnel and Training’s OM
No. AB.14017/30/2006-Estt. (RR), dated 29.11.2006 as amended from time to time.
3. The maximum age- limit for appointment by deputation including short-term contract
shall not be exceeding fifty-six years as on closing date of receipt of applications.
4. The pay and allowances and other terms of officer selected will be regulated in
accordance with DOPT’S OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-II), dated 17.06.2010 as
amended from time to time.
5. It is requested that applications should be submitted in the given proforma along with
complete and up-to-date CR Dossiers of the officer, who can be spared immediately in
the event of his/her selection, may be forwarded to the address as given below within
a period of 30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the
Employment News. (Crucial date from determining the eligibility of the applicants will
be counted after excluding the first date of publication of the vacancy/Post in the
Employment News. ie., for the vacancy published in the Employment of 18-24 Jan.
2014, the crucial date will be counted from the 19th Jan, 2014 (excluding the first date
of publication).
“Deputy Director (Admn.), Room No. 503, VMMC & Safdarjung Hospital, New
Delhi-110029”.
6. Application received after the last date or without CR Dossiers or otherwise found
incomplete will not be considered. While forwarding the applications, it may also be
verified and certified that the particulars furnished by the officials are correct and no
penalty was imposed during the last 10 years. The integrity of the officer may also be
certified.
7. The applications/CV not accompanied by supporting certificates/documents in
support of Qualification and Experience claimed by the candidates would not be
processed for determining the eligibility of the candidates for the selection.
8. Candidates once applied for deputation posts will not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature.
9. Candidates who are applying for deputation posts should submit their applications
through proper channel along-with copies of last five years ACRs/APARs,Vigilance
Clearance and integrity certificate duly verified by the head of the institution.
10. NOC in the form of undertaking form for the employer to the effect that in the case
of selection, the department will spare the candidate for joining service in the Hospital
should be attached with the application.
11. Candidates are advised to go through the official website of Safdarjung Hospital,
www.vmmc-sjh.nic.in regularly for updating in this matter.
12. All disputes will be subject to the jurisdiction of Delhi court.

(Sng Mohelas Anal)
Dy. Director (Admn.)
Safdarjung Hospital

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name and Address (in Block letters)  
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era)  
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  
in the rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience
Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications 
as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at  
the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.

Continued on page 19
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5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 
and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  
made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  
Qualifications and work experience of the post.
6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views
confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by 
the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience
basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the
officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay band and Grade Pay/
Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by
the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state-
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications
of such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department
alongwith Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity 
Certificate.
9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in
all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the
cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/
organisation.
10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 
date of return from the last deputation and other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.
13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 
for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

Continued from page 18

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis#. (Officers under Central/ 
State Governments are only eligible for “Absorption”. 
Candidates of Non-Government Organizations

are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).
# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 
available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 
recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)
18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

(Signature of the Candidate)
Date __________ Address ________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.
2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
_________________________________

(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)
davp 17145/11/0004/2122 EN 17/45

Email ID : kvkburhanpur@rediffmail.com
Lok Mata Devi Ahilya Bai Holker Social National Mission 

Krishi Vigyan Kendra 
Burhanpur (MP)

Gram: Sandas Kala, Post : MahalguIara, Tah: Nepanagar
Dist: Burhanpur (MP) 450331, Mobile No. 9425928855, 9303777555

Date 05.07.2021
Applications are invited for the posts:
Sr. Post Name and Pay Scale Age Qualification and Desirable
No. Limit
01 Senior Scientist & Head (01) 47 Yrs Ph.D in Agriculture/Horticulture/

Rs. 37400-67000 + RGP of Extension 08 year experience in Pay
Rs. 9000/- (As per 6th Pay) scale of 15600 -39100 (Grade Pay
Level 13A Rs. 5400/ Rs. 6000/ Rs. 7000/ 
(With rationalized entry pay Rs. 8000/-) as Scientist/Lecturer or
of Rs. 131400/-) equivalent and desirable in
(As per 7th Pay) Research/Teaching/Extension 

Education.
Maximum age limit for the post of Senior Scientist & Head should not exceed more
than 47 years as on closing date of application. Age relaxation and reservation to
SC/ST/OBC and PH candidate as per govt rules. Candidate should send their form
with crossed demand draft in the favour of President, Lok Mata Devi Ahilya Bai Holkar
Social National Mission with Rs. 400/- (Rs. 200/- for SC/ST/OBC) payable at
Burhanpur (MP). Salary and other allowances are as per ICAR rules. Last date of
receipt of application within 30 days of the advertisement. Application form and
other details of KVK website www.kvkburhanpur.com.

Secretary
LOK MATA DEVI AHILYA BAI HOLKAR SOCIAL NATIONAL MISSION

EN 17/12 Burhanpur

No. F. 2-4/2021 - NM
Govt. of India

Ministry of Culture
National Museum

Janpath, New Delhi - 110011

Applications are invited for appointment to two posts of Assistant
Conservator, Group 'B' Non-Gazetted, Non - Ministerial in the pay matrix
level 6 (Rs. 35400-112400/-) by deputation in the National Museum, New
Delhi, a subordinate office under the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India.
Applications must be reach through proper channel within 60 (sixty) days
from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News. For details visit National Museum website www.nationalmuseum
india.gov.in.                                                                                EN 17/11
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Tele: 0129-2476331/Fax: 0129-2412125
Á◊.‚./ F. No. 12024/01/2021-Admn.III

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U /Government of India
∑Î§Á· ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ /Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare 

∑Î§Á·, ‚„U∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª 
Department of Agriculture, Co-operation & Farmers Welfare

flŸS¬ÁÃ ‚¥⁄UˇÊáÊ, ‚¥ª⁄UÊäÊ ∞fl¥ ‚¥ª˝„U ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ
Directorate of Plant Protection 

Quarantine & Storage
‚Ë.¡Ë.•Ê. ∑§ÊÚêå‹Ä‚, ∞Ÿ.∞ø.-4, »§⁄UËŒÊ’ÊŒ („UÁ⁄UÿÊáÊÊ)

CGO Complex, N.H.-IV, Faridabad (Haryana) - 121001
Dated: 28th June, 2021

Vacancy Circular
Applications are invited from eligible candidates of Central Government/State
Government for filling up 01 post of Caretaker (Insecticides) on deputation basis in
the Directorate of Plant Protection, Quarantine and Storage, NH-IV, Faridabad. The
criteria, service conditions, classification, scale of pay etc. may please be seen at
Annexure-I.
2. Eligible and willing officials should submit their applications in the prescribed
proforma (Annexure-II) through proper channel duly verified by their Head of
Departments along with up-to - date ACRs/APARs (for the last 5 years) (Photocopies
of ACRs/APARs are to be got attested from an officer not below the rank of Under
Secretary) along with Integrity certificate and vigilance clearance. Applications received
without up-to-date ACRs/APARs and vigilance clearance will not be entertained.
3. The application(s) may be forwarded to Chief Administrative Officer, Directorate
of Plant Protection, Quarantine & Storage, Old CGO Complex, NH-IV, Faridabad-
121001 (Haryana) within 21 days from the date of publication of the
advertisement in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. The crucial date of
determining the eligibility will be last date of receipt of application.
4. Full details of the vacancy with annexure - I & II are available on this Directorate's
official website http://www.ppqs.gov.in and on the Ministry's official portal http://www.
agricoop.nic.in.

(Ajay Kumar)
EN 17/8 Chief Administrative Officer

Vasant Kanya Mahavidyalaya
Kamachha, Varanasi - 221010

(Run by The Indian Section, The Theosophical Society)
(Admitted to the privileges of Banaras Hindu University)

Applications are invited from the Indian citizens on the prescribed form for the
following Teaching (Women candidates only) and Non-Teaching posts:
S. Name of the Post Subject No. of Category Pay Scale
No. vacancies

Teaching Posts:
1. Assistant Professor Hindi 01 (One) 1-UR 57700-182400
2. Assistant Professor English 01 (One) 1-OBC 57700-182400
3. Assistant Professor Painting 01 (One) 1 - UR 57700-182400

Non-teaching Posts:
4. PA to Principal 01 (One) 1 -UR 35400-112400
5. Laboratory Assistant-Home Science 01 (One) 1-UR 25500-81100
6. LDC 01 (One) 1-UR 19900-63200
7. Laboratory Attendant 01 (One) 1 -UR 18000-56900

No Age bar for S.No. 1-3 and 18-30 years of age for S.No. 4-7.
For application form, essential and desirable qualifications and other details,
please visit our website: www.vkm.org.in.
The duly filled form complete in all respect, alongwith certificates, marksheets
etc. and a MICR Coded demand draft of

-    Rs. 1000/- for Gen/OBC and Rs. 250/- for SC/ST candidates for the posts of
Assistant Professor and

-     Rs. 500/- for Gen/OBC and Rs. 250/- for SC/ST candidates for the non-teaching
posts drawn in favour of Manager, Vasant Kanya Mahavidyalaya payable at
Varanasi must reach the Office of Vasant Kanya Mahavidyalaya,
Kamachha, Varanasi - 221010 (UP) within 20 days from the date of
advertisement.
Applicants who are employed should route their application through proper
channel. 
Mere eligibility will not entitle any candidate for being called for interview/test.
More stringent criteria may be applied for shortlisting the candidates to be called
for interview/test. 
Any modifications/amendments/corrigendum regarding above advertisement
shall be updated only on college website.

EN 17/42 (Manager)
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Armed Forces Tribunal (Principal Bench) 
West Block-VIII, Sector-1, R.K. Puram, New Delhi -110 066

Applications are invited for filling up posts of Financial Adviser & Chief Accounts Officer and Deputy Controller of Accounts in the Armed Forces Tribunal, Principal Bench,
New Delhi and Junior Accounts Officer in the Armed Forces Tribunal, Principal Bench, New Delhi and Regional Benches at Chandigarh, Chennai, Guwahati, Jabalpur, Kochi,
Lucknow and Mumbai on deputation basis for a period of three years from suitable candidates who fulfill the eligibility conditions :-
S. No. Name of the Post No. of Post Pay scale (Rs.) Eligibility Conditions
01. Financial Adviser and Principal Bench - 01 Pay Matrix Level-13 Officers of organised accounts cadre of the Central Government:

Chief Accounts Officer (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis, or
(ii) with five years regular service in the level-12 in the pay matrix (Rs. 78800-209200).
Note -1: The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or other organisation or
Department of the Central Govt. shall not ordinarily exceed five years.                     

02. Deputy Controller of Principal Bench - 01 Pay Matrix Level - 11 Officer of the organised Accounts Cadre of the Central Government:- 
Accounts (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis: or
(General Central Services (ii)  with five years of regular service in Level- 10 in the pay matrix (Rs. 56100-177500).
Group 'A' Gazetted, Non- Note: The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre 
Ministerial) post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organi-

zation or Department of the Central Government shall not ordinarily exceed three years.
03. Junior Accounts Principal Bench - 02 Pay Matrix Level - 6 Officers under the Central Government:

Officer Chandigarh Bench - 01 (a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or Department; or
(General Central Services Chennai Bench - 01 (ii) with six years service in the level- 5 in the Pay Matrix within rendered after appoint-
Group ‘B’ Non- Gazetted, Guwahati Bench - 01 ment thereto on regular basis, and

Non-Ministerial) Jabalpur Bench - 01 (b) who have undergone training in cash and accounts work in the institute of  Secret-
Kochi Bench - 01 ariat training and management or an equivalent course from a recognised institute and
Lucknow Bench - 01 having two years experience of cash, accounts and budget work.
Mumbai Bench -01
Total  = 09

2. The pay of the officer selected on deputation basis will be governed by DoP&T O.M. No 6/8/2009-Estt(Pay-ll) dated 17.06.2010, as amended from time to time.
3. The departmental officers in the feeder grade who are in direct line of promotion, shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly, a  deputationist
in the Armed Forces Tribunal shall not be eligible for consideration for appointments by promotion channel.
4. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not exceed 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
5. The application in the prescribed proforma of the eligible officer, who can be spared in the event of his/her selection may be forwarded to the Principal Registrar, Armed  Forces
Tribunal, Principal Bench, West Block-VIII, Sector-l, R.K. Puram, New Delhi- 110066 by the Department latest by 10th Sep, 2021 along with photocopies of the Annual
Confidential Reports for the last five years of the candidates along with Vigilance Clearance Certificate.
6. The applications received without supporting documents, photograph, unsigned and incomplete in any manner, shall be summarily rejected.
7. It may please be noted that this Office is not yet enlisted in the Directorate of Estate for allotment of GPRA (General Pool Residential Accommodation).
8. Number of vacancies reflected above may vary.
9. Other details and Eligibility Conditions are available at Armed Forces Tribunal website www.aftdelhi.nic.in

(Dr. Rakesh Kumar) 
EN 17/24 Principal Registrar

¿UÊflŸË ¬Á⁄U·Œ˜, ’⁄‘U‹Ë
’¥ª‹Ê Ÿ¥. 54, ‚⁄U¬Ÿ≈UÊßUŸ ⁄UÊ«U

’⁄‘U‹Ë ¿UÊflŸË (©U. ¬˝.) Á¬Ÿ -243001
ŒÍ⁄U÷Ê· — 0581-2421127, ß¸U-◊‹ — ceobare-stats@nic.in

““„U⁄U ∑§Ê◊, Œ‡Ê ∑§ ŸÊ◊””
‚¥ÅÿÊ : BCB/J.E./Recruitment/2021 ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§ — 12 July, 2021

Employment Notice
Applications are invited for the direct recruitment of Cantonment Board Bareilly Junior Engineer (Civil).
Applicants are required to apply through online mode only through recruitment portal
www.canttboardrecruit.org. (Interested candidates may also refer to the Employment Notice available
on the website www.canttboardrecruit.org to see the details).
Online application start date : 31.07.2021  1100 hours  
Last date for online application : 31.08.2021  2359 hours
1. Description of the post
Post Name of the Post Pay Scale Number of Vacancies & Reservation
Code Category Total

UR SC ST OBC
01 Junior Engineer PB-2, Rs. 9300- 01 -- -- -- 01

(Civil) 34800 + Grade Pay
4200 (Level - 6)

Minimum Educational 03 years Diploma in Civil Engineering from recognized institute and/
Qualification or higher qualifications.
Age Limit General/Other: (18-25 Year)
(Age limit will be reckoned from PwD Candidates : (18-35 Year) 
the last date of receipt of online Ex-Servicemen:- Relaxation in age limit will be given as per rules.
application) Departmental Candidates :- Age relaxation will be given as per

rules.
(No age relaxation shall be given to SC/ST/OBC candidates  
applying against Un-Reserved post)

Selection Process Through Written Exam
Examination Fee General/Others:- Rs. 500/-

SC/ST/OBC :- Full Exemption 
PwD Candidates :- Full Exemption 
Transgender :- Full Exemption 
Female Candidates:- Full Exemption 
Ex-Servicemen:- Full Exemption

(Áflfl∑§ Á‚¥¥„U)
(Vivek Singh)

◊ÈÅÿ •ÁäÊ‡ÊÊ‚Ë •ÁäÊ∑§Ê⁄UË 
Chief Executive Officer

’⁄U‹Ë ¿UÊflŸË ¬Á⁄UcÊŒ˜
EN 17/26 Bareilly Cantonment Board

Government of India

Central Institute of
Fisheries Nautical &

Engineering Training (CIFNET)
Fine Arts Avenue, Kochi - 682 016 

Phone: 0484- 2351610, 2351493, 2351790
Fax: 0484-2370879, E-mail: cifnet@nic.in

CORRIGENDUM

With reference to the advertisement in THE HINDU dated

18.06.2021 and EMPLOYMENT NEWS dated 26.06.2021 for

the Admission Notification of BFSc (NS)/VNC/MFC courses

conducted by CIFNET, the last date of receipt of the

application is extended up to 13.08.2021. For more details

visit our website www.cifnet.nic.in.

EN 17/30 Director

EN 17/9
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EN 17/50

EN 17/48

EN 17/47

Soil & Land Use 
Survey of lndia

Government of India
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation

& Farmers Welfare
Circular

Applications are invited from interested & eligible retired
employees of Central Government/ State Government/ Union
Territories for the engagement of four (04) numbers of
Consultant at the level of Office Superintendent (Group-
B/Level-6) or its equivalent; one (01) each at New Delhi (HQs);
Noida Centre; Kolkata Centre & Ahmedabad Centre of Soil and
Land Use Survey of lndia. The Eligibility Criteria, Terms &
Conditions of Engagement and prescribed proforma of
application can be downloaded from the websites of Soil & Land
Use Survey of India ; Department of Agriculture, Cooperation &
Farmers Welfare and DoPT’s i.e. https://slusi.dacnet.nic.in;
https://agricoop.nic.in and dopt.gov.in. By filling the
application form in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-II), the
interested candidates may send their application by hand /
speed post to The Chief Soil Survey Officer, Soil and Land
Use Survey of India, Department of Agriculture,
Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, I.A.R.I. Campus, Pusa,
New Delhi-110012 within a period of 21 days from the date
of publication of this circular.

(Rajni Taneja) 
EN 17/34 Chief Soil Survey Officer

Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan
An Autonomous Body under Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports

Government of India
Subject :- Extension in date of applying for the post of State Director (SD)/Joint Director (JD) and
Deputy Director (DD) in NYKS on Deputation basis - reg.
Kind attention is invited to the vacancy circular published on NYKS website dated 19.01.2021 and
published in the Employment News from 6th to 12th February, 2021 for the post of State Director
(SD)/Joint Director (JD) and Deputy Director (DD) in NYKS on deputation basis, for which the last date
of receipt of applications was extended till 24.05.2021.
2. The last date for receipt of application for the post of has now been extended for a further period of 60
days from the date of publication of this Notification in the Employment News. Other content of the
earlier advertisement remains the same.
3. For complete advertisement, Application Form, Roles & Responsibilities and other eligibility criteria,
candidates may visit Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan's website https://nyks.nic.in/.                 EN 17/43
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EN 17/21

EN 17/28

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do not
necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the advertisements
published in the Employment News belong to the organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no
way responsible for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these advertisements.

Ministry of Finance 
Department of Financial Services 
Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001

Applications are invited from eligible and willing candidates to fill up
the fifteen existing vacancies of Presiding Officer (P.O.) in various
DRTs at (i) DRT-1 Chandigarh (ii) DRT-2 Chandigarh (iii) DRT-3
Chandigarh (iv) DRT-1 Chennai (v) DRT Cuttack (vi) DRT
Dehradun (vii) DRT-1 Delhi (viii) DRT-2 Delhi (ix) DRT-3 Delhi (x)
DRT-2 Ernakulam (xi) DRT Jabalpur (xii) DRT-1 Kolkata (xiii) DRT
Nagpur (xiv) DRT Patna and (xv) DRT Pune and also to prepare a
panel of candidates for filling up anticipated and unforeseen
vacancies in any of the other Debts Recovery Tribunals (DRTs) in
the country which may arise up to 31.03.2022, in terms of The
Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and Other Authorities (Qualifications,
Experience and Other Conditions of Service of Members) Rules,
2020 dated 12.02.2020, The Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and Other
Authorities (Qualifications, Experience and Other Conditions of
Service of Members) (Amendment) Rules, 2021 dated 30.06.2021
and The Tribunals Reforms (Rationalisation and Conditions of
Service) Ordinance 2021 dated 04.04.2021, read together.
Candidates who had applied for the post of PO against the vacancy
circular No. 7/3/2020-DRT dated 23.06.2020 (process since
cancelled) need to submit a fresh application for the post of PO, if
they are willing and eligible as per the present qualifications, as
mentioned below:

“A person shall not be qualified for appointment as
Presiding Officer of the Debts Recovery Tribunal, unless
he, is, or has been, a District Judge.”

For details, candidates may visit the website: finmin.nic.in or at
URL-https://financialservices.gov.in/ncapp/Vacancycirculars
index.aspx. The last date for receipt of application is 24th August,
2021.

(Subhashchandra Amin) 
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

New Delhi, Dated 12th July, 2021 EN 17/36

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 
National Police Academy

Hyderabad -500052 
Applications are invited from eligible officials under the Central
Government Offices/Departments/Organisations for filling up 05
posts of Lower Division Clerk in the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
National Police Academy, Hyderabad-500052 purely on
deputation basis. The number of posts may vary as per
organisational requirement.
Pay, qualifications required, other eligibility criteria for the post
and application form are available in Academy website http:/www.
svpnpa.gov.in/vacancies.aspx. Duly filled in applications, along
with all supporting documents, should reach the Assistant
Director (Estt), SVP National Police Academy, Hyderabad 500
052 through proper channel not later than six weeks (42 days)
from the date of publication of this vacancy circular in the
Employment News.
EN 17/40 Administrative Officer (Establishment)

Delhi Pollution Control Committee 
Department of Environment (Govt. of NCT Delhi) 

4th & 5th Floor, ISBT Building, Kashmere Gate, Delhi-110006
F.No. DPCC/(3)(2)(46)/Admn-19 /4316 Dated: 08/07/21

Recruitment on deputation basis
The Delhi Pollution Control Committee (DPCC), Dept. of
Environment, Govt. of NCT of Delhi, invites applications from
eligible officers/officials, working in the Central/State Governments/
Autonomous Bodies/Statutory Bodies/PSUs for the following posts
to be filled on deputation basis:-

S.N. Name of Post No. of Post
1. Scientist 'C' 01
2. Scientist 'B' 01
3. Scientific Assistant 03
4. Senior Lab Assistant 02
5. Private Secretary 01 
6. Steno Grade-I 03

Detailed information may be seen at the DPCC Website
www.dpcc.delhigovt.nic.in under the head "Office Order &
Circulars". Applications in the prescribed format available on the
website may be submitted to the Administrative Officer, DPCC,
Kashmere Gate, Delhi, upto or before 31/07/2021. Corrigendum
etc., if any, shall be put up on the official website of DPCC.

Administrative Officer 
EN 17/3 DPCC
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Government of India 

Central Water Commission
Sewa Bhawan, Room No. 528 (N)
R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066

Sub : Filling up the post of Storekeeper at HOC, CWC, Guwahati under the office
of B & BBO,CWC, Shillong on deputation/ absorption basis - regarding.
It is proposed to fill up one post of Storekeeper in level-4 in the pay matrix (Rs. 25500-
81100) as per 7th CPC, (in PB-1 of Rs. 5200-20200/- with grade pay of Rs. 2400/- as
per 6th CPC) at HOC, CWC, Guwahati under the office of B & BBO,CWC, Shillong on
deputation/absorption basis from amongst Central/State Government Officers fulfilling
following eligibility conditions :-
Officers under the Central Government or State Government:
a) i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
ii) With eight years regular service in the post in the level-2 in the pay matrix (Rs.
19900-63200) as per 7th CPC (PB- 1, Rs. 5200-20200 along with grade pay Rs. 1900
as per 6th CPC) or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and
b) Possessing the educational qualifications and experience as under.
i) Graduation from a recognized University/ Institution.
ii) Three years experience of holding stores and store accounts.
2. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or
Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years.
3. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding fifty-
six years as on the closing date for receipt of applications.
4. For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a
regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 or the date from which the revised
pay structure based on the recommendations of the Sixth Central Pay Commission
has been extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding
grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of the said Pay
Commission except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale
of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit
shall extended only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal
replacement grade without any upgradation.
5. The pay of the officers selected will be regularized in accordance with the DOPT,
OM No.2/29/91-Estt.PC(ll) dated 05.01.1994 as amended from time to time.
6. Other terms/conditions as stipulated in Orders/Rules issued by the Govt. of India
from time to time will also be applicable.
7. It is requested that application in duplicate in the prescribed proforma along
with:-
(i) Attested copies of APARs for last five years.
(ii) Vigilance Clearance Certificate.
(iii) No Penalty Statement and Integrity Certificate in respect of interested and eligible
officers, who can be spared immediately in the event of their selection, may be
forwarded to this Commission within 60 days from the date of issue of this
publication in Employment News.
8. Applications received after the prescribed time limit or otherwise found incomplete
will not be entertained.

(RAJESH SHARMA)
Under Secretary

Tel. : 011-29583287
PART-I 

BIO-DATA
1. Name
2. Date of Birth
3. Date of  retirement under Central

Government or State Government Rules
4. Education Qualifications
5. Whether experience required for the post

are satisfied
6. Present post held, date from which held 

and the pay band and grade pay therein
7. Whether willing to be considered for

(a) On deputation basis
(b) On absorption basis

8. Indicate the choice of place of posting 
on selection to the post

9. Experience holding Stores and Store
Accounts

10. Details of Service:
(1) Name of the posts held and employer
(2) From To:
(3) Pay Band + Grade Pay
(4) Nature of appointment i.e. 

whether ad-hoc or regular
11. Whether belongs to SC/ST
12. Address for communication and 

Telephone number
13. Remarks if any

(Signature of Candidate)
Date : ..................
Place : ................

PART-II
(TO BE FILLED BY LENDING AUTHORITY)

1. Certified that the particulars given by
Shri/Kumar/Smt. .................................................. 
Designation .........................................................
Part-l are correct.

2. Certified that no Vigilance/Disciplinary case is either pending or contemplated
against him/her.

3. In case of selection he/she will be relieved of his/her duties immediately to take
up his/her new assignment.

4. His/her attested copies of APARs for last five years,  No Penalty Statement
Certificate and Integrity Certificate are enclosed.

Signature
(Name of the Authority)

Designation: ................................
Department/Ministry ...................
Official Seal .................................

EN 17/55 Telephone No. .............................

National Institute of Social Defence
(Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of India) 

Plot no. G-2, Sector - 10, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110075
Date: 1st July, 2021

Vacancy Circular
Sub: Filling up the post of Junior Research Officer, Technical Assistant and
Stenographer (Grade-Ill) in National Institute of Social Defence, Delhi an
autonomous body under Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment,
Government of India on Deputation Basis.
NISD, Delhi an autonomous body under MSJ & E, Govt. of India invites applications
from eligible persons of Central Government/State Government/Universities/
Recognized Research Institutions/ PSUs Statutory/ Semi Govt. Autonomous and other
organizations for filling up the following posts on deputation basis (including short term
contract). The selected candidates are liable to be posted in Delhi.
S. Name of Post Number Pay Band, Grade Pay and Level in 7th CPC
No. of Vacan- Pay Matrix

cies
1. Junior Research 1 (One) Rs. 9300-34800 plus Grade Pay 

Officer Rs. 4600/- (Level - 7 as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix)
2. Technical 1 (One) Rs. 9300-34800 plus  Grade Pay

Assistant Rs. 4200/- (Level - 6 as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix)
3. Stenographer 2 (Two) Rs. 5200-20200 plus Grade Pay

(Grade-Ill) Rs. 2400/- (Level - 4 as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix)
2. Application (Curriculum Vitae) in the prescribed format available at website
(www.nisd.gov.in) of willing and eligible officials whose services can be spared,
without delay, in the event of their selection may be forwarded through proper channel
along with (i) copies of APARs for the last 5 years duly attested (with stamp) on each
page by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India or
equivalent, (ii) Integrity Certificate (iii) vigilance clearance certificate as per proforma
enclosed & (iv) major/minor penalty statement for the last 10 years and Cadre
clearance certificate incorporating that "in the event of his/her selection he/she will be
relieved to join NISD on deputation basis" so as to reach the Deputy Director (Admn.)
NISD, within 40 days from the date of issue of this circular.
3. The number of vacancies may vary as per requirement at the time of selection.
4. The NISD reserves the right to change the number of posts or not to fill up any of the
posts advertised if the circumstances so warrant.
5. Details of the procedure to apply, general instructions and other guidelines are
available at website of the institute (www.nisd.gov.in).

(Satish Kumar) 
Deputy Director (Admn. & Plg.)

davp 38110/11/0006/2122 EN 17/22

Odisha Maritime Academy
Established 1993 

Website : www.odishamaritime.com
No. F-1/OMA/ADVT/Vol.I/52 Dated 7th July 2021
NAME OF POST PRINCIPAL
AGE Should be below 58 years
Educational Minimum qualifications of a certificate of competency, issued or
qualification recognized by the Government of India, as Chief Mate (FG) of a 

foreign going ship or Master Near Coastal Voyages (NCV) (for 
Nautical  subjects) and MEO class II (FG) or Chief Engineer NCV 
(MEO III) (for Engineering  subjects). (As per DG Shipping Training 
circular no. 01 of 2018)

PREFERENCES WILL BE GIVEN TO THE CANDIDATES
1. With higher qualification then mentioned above minimum qualification.
2. Having "Training for trainers and Assessors" (VICT/TOTA) courses.
3. Having "Faculty Identification Number" allotted by DG Shipping.
4. Previous teaching experience at DG Shipping approved Maritime Training Institute.
SALARY Indian Rupees 90,000/- (Rupees Ninety Thousand) only per 

month. (Consolidated) free accommodation.
Candidates willing to work as Faculty (For Nautical Subjects) must mention in their 
application form (Consolidated Salary of Rs.60,000.00 (Rupees Sixty Thousand) only 
per month.
Only shortlisted candidates will be called for Interview.
Contact Address: Resume to send by Speed Post: Odisha Maritime Academy, 
Madhuban, Paradeep, Jagatsinghpur, Odisha, Pin-754142, Mob. No. 9439790109 
& E-mail ID-omaparadip@gmail.com

PRINCIPAL (I/c) 
EN 17/38 OMA, Paradeep
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davp 01377/11/0001/2122 EN 17/67

F. No. 8-2013/2015-Estt
Government of India 

National Commission 
for Minorities 

Ground & 3rd Floor, Block -3, CGO Complex 
Lodhi Road, New Delhi -110003

Vacancy Notice
National Commission for Minorities, invites applications from retired
government servants having experience in Accounts, Cash
Handling, uploading of information on various portals etc. for
engagement as Grade-I Consultants for 01 post of Accountant in
the Commission initially for a period of 06 months. The terms of
engagement, remuneration, qualifications, experience etc would be
in accordance with "Guidelines and Procedures for Engagement of
Consultants in NCM", Ministry of Finance, Department of
Expenditure OM No. 3-25/2020-E.IIIA dated 09.06.2020 and CVC
Circular No. 07/05/21 dated 03.06.2021.
Format of application and other details may be seen at the
Commission's  websites www.ncm.nic.in
Interested candidates may send duly filled application form along
with copies of all the supporting documents to the following address
within 60 days of the publishing of notice in the Employment News:

Administrative Officer
National Commission for Minorities

Ground and 3rd Floor, Block 3, CGO Complex
Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003

EN 17/54

Central Pollution Control Board
(Ministry of Environment, Forest & 

Climate Change, Gol)
'Parivesh Bhawan', East Arjun Nagar, Shahdara, Delhi-110032

Advt. No. 01/Group-B/Dep./2021-Admin.(R)
Applications are invited for following posts on deputation basis in
Central Pollution Control Board:-

Name of the Post/ Level No. of 
in the Pay Matrix Posts
Deputation Basis

1. Section Officer 01
Level-7 in Pay Matrix (Rs. 44,900-1,42,400/-)

2. Private Secretary
Level-7 in Pay Matrix (Rs. 44,900 -1,42,400/-) 07

3. Senior Technical Supervisor
Level-7 in Pay Matrix (Rs. 44,900-1,42,400/-) 05

The upper age limit for all the posts is 56 years as on the last date
of receipt of applications.
Detailed advertisement with eligibility criteria & prescribed
application form can be downloaded from our website
www.cpcb.nic.in. Candidate with required criteria may send their
applications within 30 days from date of publication of
advertisement in the Employment News and 45 days for the
applicant from far flung area to the Administrative Officer
(Recruitment), Central Pollution Control Board, "Parivesh
Bhawan", East Arjun Nagar, Shahdara, Delhi-110032. 

Member Secretary
davp 13113/11/0001/2122 EN 17/95

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÊÿÈ‚ŸÊU/Indian Air Force
Direct Recruitment of Group 'C'

Civilian Posts in IAF
Corrigendum

In continuation of this office recruitment notice No. DAVP
10801/11/0020/2021 published in the Employment News dated 3-9
April 2021 regarding filling up of Gp 'C' Civilian posts in IAF on Direct
Recruitment basis, following corrigendum is hereby issued at Page
No. 23, under Heading Eastern Air Command Units, SI. No. 24.-
For-

SI No. Units/Stations MTS Vulcaniser Total

24 APM, Provost & Security 1 UR 1
Unit, Bagdogra, West Bengal

Read -

SI No. Units/Stations MTS Vulcaniser Total

24 APM, Provost & Security 1 UR 1
Unit, Bagdogra, West Bengal

davp 10801/11/0013/2122 EN 17/94
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Indian Institute of 
Management Amritsar

Punjab Institute of Technology Building, Inside Govt. Polytechnic Campus
Polytechnic Road, P. O. Chheharta, G.T. Road, Amritsar (Punjab) - 143105

IIM ASR/Rectt.-07/2021/011          Date- 24.07.2021
ACADEMIC POSITIONS (PDF Program)

IIM Amritsar invites applications for the admission into its Post-Doctoral Fellowship (PDF) program in
business management:
Sr. Program No. of Duration Qualification Fellowship awarded
No. Fellowship
1. Post-Doctoral 05 Two years Ph.D. degree from Limited financial aid to support the   

Fellowship (Extendable an institution of research activities along with a  
on year-to- high repute. consolidated monthly fellowship.
year basis) 

The last date for the submission of online applications is 22 August 2021, for further details, updates 
and to submit online application, please visit www.iimamritsar.ac.in.

IIM Amritsar invites online applications from eligible Indian citizens for the following position:

NON - TEACHING POSITION
Sr. Position No. of Classification Qualification Particulars of Pay
No. post
1. Supervisor- 01 (UR) Regular or MSW preferably with a Pay Level-7 or 8 (depending upon

Payroll & Contractual specialization in Human the qualification and experience)
Compliance Resource Management/ as per 7th CPC (Basic, HRA,   

Labour Welfare/Industrial DA, TA, and DA on TA) and    
Relations with at least other eligible benefits as 
60% aggregate marks. approved by the board from

time to time.
The last date for the submission of online applications is 13 August 2021, for further details, updates 
and to submit online application, please visit www.iimamritsar.ac.in. EN 17/52

EN 17/29

University College of Medical Sciences
(University of Delhi)

Dilshad Garden, Delhi-110095
Advt. No. MC/CCS/NT-I/2021 Date: 30.06.2021

Applications are invited in the prescribed Application Form from eligible candidates for appointment to the

following posts on Deputation Basis/Short Term Contract:

1.   Internal Audit Officer in the Pay Matrix Level- 12 (01 post)

The last date for receipt of application is 31.07.2021 or within two weeks from the date of publication

of the advertisement in the Employment News, whichever is later.

For details, please visit College website: www.ucms.ac.in. Any further addendum/ corrigendum shall be

hosted on the college website only.

PRINCIPAL

davp 21349/11/0006/2122 EN 17/64

EN 17/72

EN 17/74

Ministry of Finance 
Department of Financial Services 

Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110 001
Applications are invited from eligible and willing candidates to fill up
the one existing vacancy on the post of Chairperson in Debts
Recovery Appellate Tribunal (DRAT), Kolkata and also to prepare a
panel of candidates for filling up anticipated and unforeseen
vacancies on the post of Chairperson in any of the Debts Recovery
Appellate Tribunals (DRATs) at Allahabad, Chennai, Delhi and
Mumbai, which may arise up to 31.03.2022, in terms of the
Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and Other Authorities (Qualification,
Experience and Other Conditions of Service of Members) Rules,
2020 dated 12.02.2020, The Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and Other
Authorities (Qualification, Experience and Other Conditions of
Service of Members) (Amendments) Rules, 2021 dated 30.06.2021
and The Tribunals Reforms (Rationalisation and Conditions of
Service) Ordinance 2021 dated 04.04.2021 read together.
The selected candidates are liable to be posted to any DRAT in the
country on the availability of vacancy, irrespective of their option.
The vacancies are subject to change without notice.
A person shall not be qualified for appointment as
Chairperson of DRAT, unless he-
a) is, or has been, a Judge of a High Court; or
b) has been a member of the Indian Legal Service with ten years

of experience in litigation and has held a post of Additional
Secretary or any equivalent or any higher post for two years; or

c) has held office as the Presiding Officer of a Debts Recovery
Tribunal for three years.

The Chairperson of a DRAT shall hold office for a term of four years
or till he attains the age of seventy years, whichever is earlier.
Provided that a person who has not completed the age of fifty years
shall not be eligible for appointment as a Chairperson.
The Department reserves the right to cancel the advertisement at
any time without any notice.
For details, candidates may visit the website: finmin.nic.in or at
URL-https:/ / f inancialservices.gov. in/ncapp/Vacancy
circularsindex.aspx. The last date for receipt of application is
26th August, 2021.

(Subhashchandra Amin)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

New Delhi, Dated 14th July, 2021 EN 17/73
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EN 17/51

EN 17/53

University College of Medical Sciences
(University of Delhi)

Dilshad Garden, Delhi-110095
Advt. No. MC/CCS/T/2021-III Date 6th July, 2021 

Special Recruitment Drive for Persons 
with Disabilities (LD)

Online applications are invited in the prescribed Application Form from eligible candidates for appointment
to the post of Senior Demonstrator/Senior Residents [reserved for PwBD (LD)], in various Departments
of the College for a period of 3-year tenure. The last date for receipt of application is 27.07.2021 or two
weeks from the date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News, whichever is
later. For details, please visit the website of the University of Delhi, www.du.ac.in and click "Jobs and
Opportunities" under the Head "Work with DU" and on the website of the College www.ucms.ac.in
under "Career".
Any addendum/corrigendum shall be posted only on the website of the University of Delhi and the College
as detailed above.

PRINCIPAL
Important Note:
The details regarding qualifications, general instruction and list of documents to be attached with
the printed copy of the online submitted application form are available on the University and the
College as detailed above along with this advertisement. The applicants are required to read these
details carefully before filling up the Application Form.
davp 21349/11/0007/2122 EN 17/65

National Company
Law Tribunal

Block No. 3, 6th Floor, C.G.O. Complex
Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 

File No. 10/14/2020-NCLT (Pt.II) Date: - 06.07.2021
VACANCY NOTICE

Applications are invited for filling up the following posts on
deputation basis in National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)
Benches:-
S. Name of Post No. of Level in Pay Matrix  
No. Posts
1. Registrar, National 01 Level-14 (Rs. 1,44,200-2,18,200)

Company Law 
Tribunal (NCLT)

For further details regarding eligibility criteria, educational
qualifications, application proforma, etc., please visit our website:
https://nclt.gov.in under the link Public Notices. Last date for
receipt of applications through proper channel is 31.08.2021.

(Anupam Lahiri)
Secretary, NCLT

Email:- admn@nclt.gov.in, Tel: 011-243631685
davp 07118/11/0003/2122 EN 17/63

No. A.12025/12/2020-Admn
Government of India
Ministry of Jal Shakti

Department of Water Resources
RD & GR

Indicative Vacancy Circular
Applications are invited from the eligible officers for filling up of
the post of Commissioner (Command Area Development), a
General Central Service, Group 'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial
post in the pay matrix level- 14 (Rs. 144200-218200) on
deputation (including shor-term contract) basis in the
Department of Water Resources, River Development & Ganga
Rejuvenation, Ministry of Jal Shakti, New Delhi.
2. The details like general conditions, eligibility criteria, proforma
of application and other details may be accessed from
Department's website www.jalshakti-dowr.gov.in.
3. The application form duly filled and complete in all respect
may be sent through proper channel along with attested copies
of ACR/APAR for preceding five years, cadre clearance,
vigilance clearance, Integrity certificate and major/minor penalty
statement to the Under Secretary(Admn), Department of
Water Resources, River Development, Ministry of Jal
Shakti, Room No. 424, Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg,
New Delhi -110001 within a period of 45 days from the date
of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News. Advanced copy of application may be forwarded by e-
mail to usadmn-mowr@nic.in or admn-mowr@nic.in.
4. It may be noted that application received after the prescribed
period or not accompanied with the requisite information/
documents are liable to be rejected.

(S.B. Pandey)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

EN 17/79 Tel. No:- 011-23738126
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No. 590/lIIDEM/Academic Affairs/ Centre Head/2020 Dated: 05.07.2021

Election Commission of India
India International Institute of Democracy and Election Management 

Plot No. 1, Dwarka Sector 13, Delhi- 110078 
Office Memorandum

Subject: - Recruitment    against    06    (six)    posts    in    Academic    discipline
on Deputation/Contract basis.
The IIIDEM/Election Commission of India invites applications for the following posts on
deputation/contract basis:
Sl.  Name of the Post No. of Equivalent rank Scale of Pay
No. Posts under the UGC 

Guidelines
1. Dean-School of Election 1 Professor Level- 14

Management and Technology Rs. 1,44,200-
2,18,200

2. Faculty/ Assistant Professor 1 Assistant Professor Level-12 
General Management Rs. 79,800-

2,11,500
3. Faculty/ Assistant Professor 1 Assistant Professor Level -12

Election Management Rs. 79,800-
2,11,500

4. Dean-School of Electoral Law 1 Professor  Level- 14
Rs. 1,44,200-
2,18,200

5. Faculty/ Assistant Professor 1 Assistant Professor Level -12
Electoral Law Rs. 79,800-

2,11,500
6. Head- Research and 1 Associate Professor Level-13 A

Innovation Rs. 1,31,400-
2,17,100

2. Willing and eligible candidates from the Universities, Institutions & Organisations
under the administrative control of the State Governments, Statutory Organisations,
Universities, Research Institutions having recognition from University Grant
Commission and also from deemed Universities & Institutions of Eminence, may
submit their application, duly completed in all respect, in the prescribed proforma, so
as to reach the undersigned on or before 31.08.2021.
3. For details of advertisement including educational qualifications, age and eligibility
criteria etc and also previous advertisement wherein eligibility was restricted to
appointment on deputation basis, please visit the website of the Commission
www.eci.gov.in under the link-https://eci.gov.in/files/file/13619-office-
memorandum-regarding-filling-up-of-various-posts-in-academic-discipline-in-
iiidem-proposal-for-composite-method-of-selection-regarding/

(Santosh Kumar) 
Under Secretary

IIIDEM, ECI 
Ph. No. 25303501

davp 52101/11/0009/2122 EN 17/68Indian Council of Medical Research
V. Ramalingaswami Bhavan, New Delhi

Adv. No.lCMR/BMHRC/2021/1-Pers. 
Recruitment Notice for Faculty Positions

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) is an Autonomous Organization under the
Department of Health Research, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India.
ICMR is dealing with biomedical / health research in various areas, in collaboration with
national / international agencies, through its Headquarters at New Delhi and 27
Institutes / Centres and a large number of field stations, situated across the country.
2. ICMR invites online applications up to 30th July, 2021 till 5:30 PM to fill up the 15
vacancies (SC-2, ST-1, OBC-4, EWS-2 and UR-6) of Assistant Professor (Medical)
at BMHRC, Bhopal in the Pay Level-11 Rs. 67.700- Rs. 2,08,700 (Pre-revised
Grade pay-Rs 6600/-) from Indian Citizens for appointment on regular basis under
Direct Recruitment with all India transfer liability under the Council in the following
Departments:-
S.  Department Total Upper Age Limit
No. Vacan-

cies
1. Nephrology 1 Not exceeding forty years
2. Urology 1
3. Cardiology 1 (Relaxable for Government servants up to
4. Gl Medicine 1 five years in accordance with the instruc-

tions or orders issued by the Central
Government.)

5. Neurology 1
6. Neurosurgery 1
7. Gastro-Surgery 1 Note: The crucial date for determining
8. CTVS 1 the age-limit shall be the closing date for
9. Radiology 1 receipt of applications from candidates

10. Surgical Oncology 1 in India.
11. Psychiatry 1
12. Pulmonary Medicine 1
13. Anaesthesia 1
14. Ophthalmology 1
15. Pathology 1

Total 15
Essential Qualifications:
(I) A recognised Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) degree
qualification included in the First Schedule or Second Schedule or Part II of the Third
Schedule (other than licentiate qualifications) to the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956

National Hydrology Project (NHP)
Narmada Control Authority

(Ministry of Jal Shakti, Govt of India) 
Narmada Sadan, Sector-B, Scheme No.74, Vijay Nagar, Indore (M.P.)-452 010

This Authority proposes to appoint 2 (Two) Junior Research Fellows (JRF) in
Hydromet Directorate under National Hydrology Project (NHP) to work with ex-M.P.
release related works, Water Accounting & Integrated Reservoir Operation in Narmada
River Basin model, Digitization of Narmada River Basin at full development scenario,
up-gradation of existing data base with eSwis (WIMS) and other related works in
Narmada Control Authority, Indore (M.P.). The Post of JRF is purely temporary and on
contract basis initially for one year and extendable to till termination of National
Hydrology Project (NHP) subject to satisfactory performance.
The details of the posts are as given below:
Sl. Name of the post and Tentative Educational qualification(s) No. of
No. pay scale place of required Posts

posting
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1. Junior Research Fellow Indore / Bachelor's Degree in Civil 02

(JRF) in consolidated pay Maheshwar Engineering or Agricultural
of Rs. 31000/- + HRA (As (any place Engineering/Masters in 
per the Central Govt. of Narmada Water Resources/Hydrology/
norms applicable in the city/ Basin) Remote Sensing/GIS/Water
location where JRF is Conservation and allied
posted) subject with knowledge in 

RS/GIS based modelling 
works.

The above vacancy is provisional and subject to change in future.
Details regarding eligibility criteria, experience, duties attached to the post etc,
can be seen at website of NCA namely www.nca.gov.in.
Last date of receipt of applications is 45 days from the date of publication in the
Employment News.

EN 17/78

National Institute of Fashion Technology
A Statutory Institute Governed by the NIFT Act, 2006 

Ministry of Textiles, Government of India 
NIFT Srinagar Campus, SIDCO Electronic Complex

Rangreth, Srinagar-191132, J&K- 0194-2300994
Addendum-II 

Ref: NIFT/ Sgr/Advt. No: 01/2021 Dated: 07-05-2021
In partial modification to the Advt No.- NIFT/ Sgr/Advt. No: 01/2021  Dated: 07-05-
2021 read with Addendum No.-NIFT/ Sgr/Advt. No: 01/2021/702, dated: 22-05-2021
and Extension of Last Date vide Notices issued under No's NIFT/ Sgr/Advt. No:
01/2021/761, dated: 21-06-2021  & NIFT/ Sgr/Advt. No: 01/2021/782, dated: 30-6-
2021, the revised vacancies of non-teaching posts (Group-C) are hereby advertised
as follows:
Sr. Name of the Post Level Category No. of  
No. 7th CPC UR SC ST OBC EWS Post
1. Assistant 4 03 - - 01 - 04

(Administration)
2. Assistant (Finance 4 01 - - - - 01

& Accounts)
3. Assistant Warden 4 02 - - - - 02

(1 Female & 1 Male)
4. Machine Mechanic 4 01 - - - - 01
5. Nurse 4 01 - - - - 01
6. Library Assistant 2 01 - - - - 01
7. Junior Assistant 2 05 01 - 02 - 08
8. Lab Assistant (FD) 2 01 - - - - 01
9. Lab Assistant (FC) 2 01 - - - - 01
10. Lab Assistant (IT) 2 01 - - - - 01

Total 17 01 00 03 00 21
*Note: UR - Unreserved, SC - Scheduled Caste, ST - Scheduled Tribe, OBC - Other
Backward Class, EWS- Economically Weaker Sections, PWD - Person with Disability
(PWD reservation will be horizontal)
In view of the above positions of Steno Grade-Ill, Driver & Multi -Tasking Staff are
withdrawn ab initio from the advertisement No- NIFT/ Sgr/Advt. No: 01/2021 Dated:
07-05-2021. Candidates who have applied for these positions and paid online
application fee, same shall be refunded to them electronically in due course of time.
For further details of the above posts regarding eligibility criteria , qualifications,
experience,  age, fee,  procedure of applications, etc applicants may visit our website:
www.nift.ac.in/srinagar/careers.
Last date for submission of online applications : 20-08-2021 (05:30 pm)

Director, NIFT Srinagar
Dated : 09-07-2021 EN 17/25

(102 of 1956) and holders of educational qualifications included in Part II of the Third
Schedule should also fulfill the conditions specified in sub-section (3) of section 13 of
the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956);
(II) Post-Graduate Degree in the speciality or super-speciality as per the detailed
advertisement uploaded on ICMR website.
For detailed advertisement, please visit ICMR website at https://recruit.icmr.org.in

(Jagdish Rajesh) 
davp 17152/11/0003/2122          EN 17/62 Assistant Director-General (Admn.)
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Central Employment Exchange
Advertisement No. 04/2021

Applications are invited for the following post(s) by various employers indicated in the
advertisement within 60 days of date of advertisement in the prescribed format
(Annexure-II) given at the end of the advertisement. Applications received after due
date will not be considered.
Candidates are required to send their application directly to the respective
employers.
Application for the post of Office Superintendent is to be sent to Shri.
Umashankara, K.N Rehabilitation Officer/Head of Office, NCSC for DA, No. A-
417, 1st  Cross, 1st Stage, 'B' Main, Behind Peenya Police Station, Bangalore-
560058, Phone No. 080-28392907, Email: dydirvrch.blr-dget@gov.in.
Sl. No. (01) Office Superintendent-(01) Group ''B" Non Gazetted on Deputation
Basis
Pay Band-: Pay Level 6 in the pay matrix + allowances as per Government of
India rules. 
Age: Not exceeding 56 years.
Deputation: Upper Division Clerk (UDC) with at least five years of service in the grade
rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in attached office or subordinate
office DGE or State Employment service (period of deputation not exceeding three
years).
Transfer: Transfer is to  be effected  only among persons holding similar or equivalent
post.
Duties : All duties related to Administration, Establishment and accounts. Helping
Head of office in smooth running of office.
Place of work : Peenya, Bangalore-560058 
Application for the post of Vocational Instructor (Hosiery) is to be sent to
Assistant Director (Employment), National Career Service Centre for Differently
Abled, DGE, M/o Labour & Employment, Govt. of India, NSTI Campus, Gill Road,
Ludhiana-141003. Phone Number : 0161-2490883, 0161-2970120.
Sl. No. (02) Vocational Instructor (Hosiery) Group ''B" Non Gazetted under
Central Civil Services - (01) UR
Pay Band :- Pay Matrix Rs. 35400-112400/- (Pay level-6 as per 7th CPC)
Age: 30 Years (The age limit relaxation up to 35 years in case of Government
Servants) Relaxation in age limit for reserved categories admissible as per Central
Government Services rules.
Qualification Essential:
1. Matriculation or equivalent.
2. National trade certificate in appropriate Trade OR National Apprenticeship
certificate in appropriate Trade or its equivalent certificate in appropriate Trade with at
least 3 years practical experience in appropriate Trade (Preference will be given to the
candidate who have trained in advance certificate from Advanced Training Institute for
the instructor in appropriate trade)
Desirable:
Duties:
Evaluation training of PWDs and maintain records such as attendance and progress
register. Assign work to the PWDs as per the evaluation plan chart drown by the
psychologist / workshop foreman. Proper  maintenance   and   upkeep   of  machinery,
Tools and equipment and raw materials etc. of his trade maintaining various registers
like  to   an equipment register, raw material register, finished good registers etc. and
submitting the same the Workshop Foreman and the Head of the Centre for proper
and periodical check up. Initiate formalities for the grant of stipend / scholarship such
as filling of forms enclosures etc. Developing, adequate work sample   evaluation
models   and   assessing   the functional of suitability of the clients on the basis of
simulated work condition. Evaluation of the clients as per the requirement of the
various jobs in the employment  market. Advising the head of the Centre through
Workshop Foreman about modification in the Machines and equipment keeping in
view the degree and type of disability. Administering monthly and quarterly test for
review of training and reporting about their progress in the achievement of skills.
Place of work : Ludhiana (Punjab).

INSTRUCTION AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
1. Separate applications are required for each post quoting advertisement no. and

sl. no. of the post.
2. Self-attested photocopies of educational/reservation categories/experience

certificates etc., if any, should be enclosed with the application.
3. Upper age limit relaxable for SC/ST/OBC, EX-SERVICEMEN, Physically

Handicapped, Widow, Divorce Women and Women judicially separated from
their husband and Govt. servants etc. as per rules.

4. Only those SC/ST candidates who are not employed anywhere will be paid TA
for attending interview, if admissible under rules.

5. Application in any case should not be sent to Central Employment
Exchange/Local Exchange.

ABBREVIATIONS USED
OBC- OTHER BACKWARD CLASS 

UR - UNRESERVED 
SC -  SCHEDULE CASTE 

AISL: ALL INDIA SERVICE LIABILITY

FORMAT OF APPLICATION FORM
1. Advertisement No. :..............................................................................................
2. Serial number of the post :  .................................................................................
3. Post applied for : ..................................................................................................
4. Name of Employment Exchange where registered; if any:..................................
5. Employment Exchange Registration No. if any:...................................................
6. Name of the applicant (Mr./Miss/Mrs.):.................................................................

In block letters
7. Date of Birth:                       Date            Month           Year

8. Father's Name :
9. Address (in full).
10. Nationality :

11. Category to which belong (SC/ST/OBC)
(ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OP CERTIFICATE)

12. Whether Ex-Serviceman (Yes/No):
13. Whether Physically Handicapped (Yes/No):
14. Academic/technical/professional qualifications

(Beginning with matriculation level) attach photocopies of certificates
SI. Name of Year of Univ/Board Div./Class/ Subjects % of marks 
No. Exam. passing Grade

15. Experience (attach photocopies of certificates in support of experience):
SI Name of Period Designation Pay Scale/ Nature of Reasons for 
No. employer/Org. From - To Pay duties leaving

I solemnly declare that the statement made by me in this form are correct to the best
of my knowledge and belief.
Dated :
Place :
List of enclosures: 1. 

2. 
3.

(Signature of the candidate)
davp 23105/11/0004/2122 EN 17/69

Board of Apprenticeship Training 
(Northern Region)

(An Autonomous Body under Ministry of Education
Deptt. of Higher Education, Govt. of India) 

16, Block-1A, Lakhanpur, Kanpur-208024 (UP)
Website: www.boatnr.org

Advertisement No.: BOAT(NR)/2021/1
Applications are invited for the following posts on prescribed application format
alongwith requisite fee from the eligible and willing candidates for appointment in the
Board's offices at various locations in India. Applicants already in employment of
Government/ Semi-Government/PSU/Autonomous Bodies must submit their
application through proper channel.
SI. Name of the Post No. of Pay Level (as per 7th CPC)
No. vacancies

& category
1. Deputy Director 1 -General Level-11, Cell-1 (Rs. 67700 to 208700)
2. Assistant Director 2-General Level-10, Cell-1 (Rs. 56100 to 177500)

1-SC
3. Assistant 1 -General Level-5, Cell-1 (Rs. 29200 to 92300)
4. Junior Stenographer 1 -General Level-4, Cell-1 (Rs. 25500 to 81100)
5. Upper Division Clerk 1 -General Level-4, Cell-1 (Rs. 25500 to 81100)
6. Lower Division Clerk 1 -General Level-2, Cell-1 (Rs. 19900 to 63200)

(Reserved 
for PwD)

7. Multi Tasking Staff 2-General Level-1, Cell-1 (Rs. 18000 to 56900)
1-OBC

Last date of receipt of application is 20.08.2021.
For detailed advertisement please visit "Recruitment" section on our website

www.boatnr.org
EN 17/71 DIRECTOR

Á◊.‚. x (y)/wÆv}-SÕÊ¬ŸÊ  
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U /Government of India

∑Î§Á· ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/ Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare 
∑Î§Á·, ‚„U∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª/ Department of Agriculture, Coop. & F.W.

ÁflSÃÊ⁄U ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ 
Directorate of Extension

∑Î§Á· ÁflSÃÊ⁄U ÷flŸ/ Krishi Vistar Bhawan 
•Êß¸U.∞.∞‚.•Ê⁄U.•Êß¸U. ∑Ò¥§¬‚/ IASRI Campus
¬Í‚Ê, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë/ Pusa, New Delhi 110012

Office Memorandum
Sub.: Filling up of One (01) vacancy of Photographic Officer in the Level -7
(Rs. 44900-142400), in the Directorate of Extension by promotion failing which by
deputation (including short term contract) - regarding.
One (01) vacancy of Photographic Officer in the Level 7 (Rs.44900-142400), (Pre-
revised PB-2 9300-34800 + 4600 GP) (Group-B) (Gazetted) (Non-Ministerial) in the
Directorate of Extension, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, Department of
Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, New Delhi, is required to be filled up by
promotion failing which by deputation (including short term contract).
Officials holding the post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; and five
year service in the posts in level 6 or equivalent under the Central Government or State
Government or Union Territories.
Necessary education qualifications and other requirement including the proforma for
furnishing bio-data, please visit our website www.agricoop.nic.in and www.
krishivistar.gov.in.
Suitable and willing officials may apply to the undersigned, by name within 60 days
from  the  date  of publication   of this  advertisement  in  the  Employment
News/Rozgar Samachar along with duly attested photocopies of ACRs/APARs for the
last 5 years. (Y.P. Bhatt)

Dy. Director (Admin) 
EN 17/7 011-25847717 & 011-25846467
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EN 17/92

Appointment
Brigade of the Guards Regimental Centre Kamptee- 441001

Applications are invited for posts of Gp 'C' category :-
Number of vacancies Qualification required Pay & Allowances Age limit     
(8)
Cook -04 (Four) -Matriculation or equivalent Level in Pay Matrix Between 18 and 25 
SC - 01 (One) -Must have knowledge of Level -2   years (Age relaxation
ST - 01 (One) Indian Cooking and (Rs. 19000-63200) SC/ST - 05 Yrs 
OBC - 01 (One) proficiency as per trade. OBC - 03 Yrs 
Ex-Man - 01 (One) ESM - 03 Yrs over and
Washerman -01 (One) Matriculation or equivalent Level in Pay Matrix above the period of
Ex-man - 01 (One) Level-1 service rendered in

(Rs. 18000-56900) Army, Navy & Air Force.
Safaiwala - 03 (Three) Matriculation or equivalent Level in Pay Matrix The maximum age-limit 
SC - 01 (One) Level-1 45 years (50 years in the
OBC -01 (One) (Rs. 18000-56900) case of SC/ST) on the
Ex-man - 01 (One) date of receipt of 

application)
Important Instructions
1. Application to be made on plain paper furnishing complete Bio-Data with attested copies of 02

passport size photos (One affixed on the bio-data application).
2. One registered envelop endorsed with candidate's home address.
3. Application to be addressed to Commandant, Brigade of the Guards Regimental Centre,

Kamptee- 441001 (Maharashtra). Post of trade should be mentioned on top of the application in
capital letters. Application must reach on or before 07 Aug 2021. Applications receiving after the
last date of submission will not be entertained. Location of test is Kamptee, Dist - Nagpur
(Maharashtra).

4. Photocopies of the following certificates duly attested by class 1 Gazetted Officer be attached with
the application :-
(a) Education certificates
(b) Domicile certificate
(c) Caste certificate
(d) Experience certificate

5. The selection will be made on the merit basis.
6. Service liability of the candidate is anywhere in India including field service liability.
7. Merely fulfilling the basic selection criteria does not automatically entitle a person to be called for

written and practical test.
8. Application will be rejected if the photograph, education certificate and domicile certificate are not

found duly attested by a Class-l Gazetted Officer.
9. Age calculation will be as on last date prescribed for receipt of application in open advertisement i.e.

07 Aug 2021. EN 17/85

No.Tech-Deputation/Admn.-II/2021/5988   Dated:-06/07/2021

Applications are invited to fill up one post of Physiotherapist, two
post of Technician EEG, EMG/NCV in the Pay Matrix Level -6
(35400-112400) and one post of Technical Assistant in Dental
Surgery in the Pay Matrix Level-5 (Rs. 29200-92300) Lady
Hardinge Medical College & Smt. S. K. Hospital, New Delhi on
deputation basis has been extended for another 30 days from date
of publication of this advertisement in Employment News.
It is further informed that the candidates who have already applied
against the previous advertisement published on 20.02.2021 need
not to apply again.
For details login to website: http://lhmc-hosp.gov.in

(Sunil KS Bhadoria)
Dy. Director (Admin.)

LHMC & Smt. S.K Hospital, New Delhi.
davp 17148/11/0009/2122 EN 17/61

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL CENTRE
FOR THE ARTS

(An Autonomous Trust under Ministry of Culture
Govt. of India)

Hotel Janpath Building, Janpath
New Delhi-110001

POST OF DIRECTOR (NMM)

Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts proposes to fill up
one post of Director (National Mission for Manuscripts) in
the pay matrix level-13 A (Academic) Rs. 1,31,100 - 2,16,600/-
(pre-revised scale Rs. 37,400-67,000 with grade pay Rs.
9000/- on deputation/short-term contract basis.
Last date for receipt of applications is 30 days from the date
of publication of advertisement in the Employment News.
Application form and eligibility details are available at
www.ignca.gov.in.

Director (A)
davp 09118/11/0002/2122 EN 17/88

Annexure-l

National Capital Region
Transport Corporation Ltd.

(A joint venture of Govt. of India and participating 
State Govts.)

7/6, Siri Fort Institutional Area
August Kranti Marg, New Delhi-110049

VACANCY NOTICE
(No.32/2021 & 34/2021)

NCRTC requires GIS and Multi-modal Transport Experts on
contract basis. The detail of the posts is as under:-
S. Post & CTC No. of Max. Qualification Minimum
N. (Approx.) Posts Age Experience

& Cat. (Yrs.) (Yrs.)
1. GIS Expert 01 55 B.E./B.Tech. (Civil) 18

Rs. 40 lakh UR and M.E./M. Tech.
per annum (Remote Sensing &

Photogrammetric/ 
Geomatics/ 
Geoinformatics)

2. Multi Modal 01 55 B.E./B.Tech.(Civil) 20
Expert UR Masters in Trans-
Rs. 50 Lakh port Planning
per annum

- The number of posts may be changed as per the requirement.
-  Last date of receipt of application will be 20 days from the
date of issue of vacancy notice or as mentioned in the detailed
vacancy notice on NCRTC website.
- This is an indicative advertisement. For more detail about
experience, eligibility criteria, application link, information regarding
addition/ deletion of posts/disciplines, amendments and
corrigendum, kindly visit '"Career" section of NCRTC website-
www.ncrtc.in.
EN 17/76 Group General Manager/ HR
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Advertisement No.338/RC/SSB/HC(Min)/2020

Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs

Office of the Director General
Sashastra Seema Bal

East Block-V, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110066
VACANCY CIRCULAR

Online applications are invited from citizens of India, Nepal and subject of Bhutan
(Male & Female) for filling up the post of Head Constable (Ministerial) in Group- 'C'
Non-Gazetted Ministerial (Combatised) in Sashastra Seema Bal, Ministry of Home
Affairs, Government of India, in level-4 (Pay matrix Rs. 25500-81100/-) as per 7th
CPC and other allowances as admissible in the Force. The post is temporary, but likely
to be continued. Selected candidates are liable to serve anywhere in India or outside
the territory of India and will be governed by SSB Act and Rules and other Rules
amended from time to time.
2. VACANCIES : - The details of vacancies are as follows:-
Sl. No. Name of Posts UR EWS OBC SC ST Total
1. Head Constable (Ministerial) 47 11 26 21 10 115

*UR: Un-Reserved, EWS: Economically Weaker Section, SC: Schedule Caste,
ST: Schedule Tribe, OBC: Other Backward Class.
** 10% vacancies are reserved for Ex-Servicemen.
Note :-
(i) Director General SSB reserves the rights to increase/ decrease, fill or not to fill the
vacancies or cancel the advertisement for the above-mentioned post, without
assigning any reason.
3. ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS-
Name of Post Age Essential Educational Skill test norms on computer
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Head 18 to Intermediate or Senior English Typing with minimum speed 
Constable 25 Secondary School of 35 words per minute on computer;
(Ministerial) years Certificate (10+2) or

examination from Hindi Typing with minimum speed of 
recognized Board or 30 words per minute on computer 
University or equivalent. (35 words per minute in English or 

30 words per minute in Hindi 
corresponding to 10500 KDPH in 
English/ 9000 KDPH in Hindi with 
average of 5 key depressions for
each word on computer. 

4. Last date for receipt of application :- The crucial date to determine age & all
eligibility criteria for above posts will be the closing date for receipt of applications
i.e. 30 (thirty) days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the
Employment News.
5. FEE PAYABLE AND MODE OF PAYMENT:- UR, EWS and OBC category
candidates will require to pay examination fee amounting to Rs.100/- (Rupees one
hundred) only through net-banking/ credit card/ debit card which will be non-
refundable. However, SC, ST, Ex-Servicemen and female candidates are
exempted from payment of examination fees.
6. HOW TO APPLY:- Only online applications will be entertained for the above
said post. Applications received through any other mode shall not be accepted
and rejected straightway. Interested/eligible candidates may download the detailed
advertisement for above said posts from SSB recruitment website
www.ssbrectt.gov.in. i.e Advertisement No.338/RC/SSB/HC(Min)/2020 and may
apply online through www.ssbrectt.gov.in after going through all provisions
contained in the detailed advertisement to ensure that he/she is eligible for the post
for which he/she is applying for. Commandant (Rectt)
davp 19114/11/0002/2122 EN 17/89

Centre for Cultural Resources 
and Training

(Under the aegis of Ministry of Culture, Government of India)
15-A, Sector-7, Dwarka, New Delhi -110075

Advertisement for filling up various posts in CCRT
CCRT invites applications in prescribed format to fill up the following posts on Regular
basis:
S. Post No. of Classification and Recruitment Method
No. Vacancies Pay Scale
1. Deputy 01 (One) Group 'A' Pay Matrix Composite Method :  

Director Level-11 Rs. 67700- Deputation (Including  
(Finance) 208700/- as per 7th CPC short term contract-

ISTC); failing which 
by direct recruitment)

2. Hindi 01 (One) Group 'A' Pay Matrix By Deputation (ISTC); 
Officer Level- 10, Rs. 56100- failing which by direct 

177500/- as per 7th CPC recruitment.
3. Accounts 04 (Four) Group 'B' Pay Matrix By Deputation; failing

Officer Level- 7, Rs. 44900- which by direct 
142400/- as per 7th CPC recruitment.

For other details viz. application format, eligibility condition and job responsibilities of 
the post, please visit CCRT's website: www.ccrtindia.gov.in.
The selected candidate will be having All India Service Liability.
The last date for receipt of application is 60 days from the date of publication of 
Advertisement in Employment News.230721
Any addendum / corrigendum shall be posted only on the CCRT's website.

Director, CCRT, New Delhi
davp 09127/11/0007/2122 EN 17/90

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ’ÊªflÊŸË ’Ê«¸U
National Horticulture Board

∑Î§Á· ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Government of India

å‹ÊÚ≈U ‚¥.-85, ß¥US≈UË≈˜UÿÍ‡ÊŸ‹ ∞Á⁄UÿÊ, ‚Ä≈U⁄U-18
ªÈL§ª˝Ê◊ („UÁ⁄UÿÊáÊÊ)-122015

Plot No. 85, Institutional Area, Sector-18, Gurugram (Haryana) - 122015
Tele: 0124-2342992, E-mail: md@nhb.gov.in

fl’‚ÊßU≈U/Website : www.nhb.gov.in
Applications are invited for filling up 04* posts of Deputy Directors in the National
Horticulture Board (NHB) on deputation basis (including short term contract) in the
Pay Level-10, Pay Matrix Rs. 56100-177500 of the 7th Central Pay Commission.
Applications complete in all respect may be submitted through proper channel to the
Managing Director, NHB at the above address, within 45 days of the publication
of this advertisement in the Employment News.
Detailed information about the post such as required Educational Qualification,
Experience, Age limit and other Terms and Conditions etc. including prescribed format
for submitting the application are available at the website of NHB i.e. www.nhb.gov.in
under section/link "Tenders/Vacancies".
*Number of vacancies may decrease/increase at the time of final decision.

Managing Director
davp 01113/11/0005/2122 EN 17/58

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ’ÊªflÊŸË ’Ê«¸U
National Horticulture Board

Delhi Jal Board: Govt. of NCT of Delhi
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (D) 

VARUNALAYA PHASE-II: KAROL BAGH 

NEW DELHI - 110005

STOP CORONA

“Wash Your Hand”      “Wear Mask”   “Maintain Social Distancing”

Applications are invited for filling up the post of Chief Law Officer on deputation in

Delhi Jal Board in the PB-4 of Rs. 37400-67000 plus Grade Pay Rs. 8900/- (Pre-

revised) from the eligible officers. Last date of receipt of application is will be the date

of completion of 45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in

“Employment News”. The eligibility criteria and application format can be

downloaded from Delhi Jal Board website i.e. “www.delhijalboard.nic.in”

EN 17/83 ASSTT. COMMISSIONER (D)

National Institute of Water Sports
(A Centre of Indian Institute of Tourism 

and Travel Management)
(An Autonomous Body under Ministry of 

Tourism, Govt. of India)
Near Dona Paula Circle Caranzalem, Panjim, Goa - 403004

Telephone: 9284803776, Website: www.iittm.ac.in
EMPLOYMENT NOTICE

No: 01/NIWS/Atvt/2021-07 Date: 10.07.2021
Applications are invited for filling up two posts of "Instructor" by direct recruitment in
the Pay Level-7 (Rs. 44900-142400) as per 7th CPC, at NIWS, Goa.
The prescribed application form, details of qualification, experience, general
conditions etc. may be downloaded from institute's website www.iittm.ac.in. The
complete application with all supporting documents, as documentary proof may be
submitted to the Accounts Officer, National Institute of Water Sports, Near Dona
Paula Circle Caranzalem, Panjim, Goa - 403004 on or before 5th August, 2021.

(Director)

Incredible India
EN 17/2

IITTM

Government of India

Department of Space
Indian Space Research Organisation

Indian Institute of Remote Sensing
4, Kalidas Road, Dehradun - 248001 (Uttarakhand)

Advertisement No. IIRS/P&GA/GA/RECTT/JRF-RS/32
dated 10.07.2021 

Walk-In-Interview
Walk-in-interview for the temporary engagement of Three (03) Junior Research

Fellows (JRFs) and Five (05) Research Scientists (RS) in different projects is to be

held from 02/08/2021 to 06/08/2021 at IIRS, 4 Kalidas Road, Dehradun. The detailed

advertisement about the posts and eligibility is available on IIRS website

www.iirs.gov.in. Interested candidates are required to visit the website for details.

EN 17/13 Administrative Officer (GA)
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EN 17/46

‚Ë.∞‚.•Êß¸U.•Ê⁄U. - ∑¥§Œ˝Ëÿ •ÊÒ·ÁäÊ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ
‚¥SÕÊŸ, ‹πŸ™§

(flÒôÊÊÁŸ∑§ ÃâÊÊ •ÊÒlÊÁª∑§ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ¬Á⁄U·Œ˜)
‚Ä≈U⁄-10, ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë¬È⁄U◊ ÁflSÃÊ⁄U, ‚ËÃÊ¬È⁄U ⁄UÊ«U, ‹πŸ™§-226031 (÷Ê⁄UÃ)

CSIR - Central Drug Research Institute
(Council of Scientific & Industrial Research)

Sector -10, Janakipuram Extension, Sitapur Road, Lucknow - 226031 (India)
Scientist Recruitment

Advertisement No-07/2021
URL for Online Application: https://recruit.cdri.res.in

OR 
Access link 'SCIENTIST RECRUITMENT- 07/2021' on https://cdri.res.in

Start Date for Registration for Online Application: 19 July, 2021,13:00 Hrs IST
Last Date for Registration & Submission of Online application: 27 August, 2021, 17:30 Hrs IST
Last date of Receipt of physical copy of application at CDRI: 20 Sept., 2021, 17:30 Hrs IST
With the aim to expand and strengthen the areas of Neurobiology, Virology, Parasite Biology,
Endocrinology, Human Genetics, Analytical Biochemistry, Computational Chemistry, Medicinal Process
Chemistry, Statistics, IPR & HR Management, the Institute is looking for enthusiastic, talented young
researchers / professionals with brilliant academic record, proven scientific achievements and zeal to
conduct research as per the mandate of the Institute aligned with National Missions. Due weightage will
be given to the candidates involved in the product development/ technology innovation/applied
technology / translation research. The positions offer exciting opportunities for career growth as per the
Flexible Complementing Scheme for Scientists.
Applications are invited from motivated young Indian Nationals with requisite qualification and experience
for the following posts as per the details given below. The emoluments and age limit for various posts as
per norms is summarized as below:-

Designation No. of Posts Pay Basic *Total Emoluments **Upper Age Limit 
Level not exceeding

(as on )
Scientist 01 11 Rs. 67700/- 98465/- 32 years

[UR-1] & 01
ST Backlog 
Post 

Senior Scientist 07 12 Rs.78800/- 113228/- 37 years
UR/Lateral 
Entry

Principal Scientist 02 13 Rs.123100/- 172147/- 45 years
UR/Lateral 
Entry

Note: For detailed advertisement and filling up online application form please visit our website
https://cdri.res.in/ and access link 'SCIENTIST RECRUITMENT-2021' or https://recruit.cdri.res.in.
EN 17/82 Controller of Administration

National Scheduled Tribes Finance
and Development Corporation 

( A Govt. of India Undertaking)
NBCC Tower, 5th Floor, 15, Bhikaji Cama Place 

New Delhi-110066
Tel : 26712519, 26712539 / Website : www.nstfdc.net

Vacancy Notice
National Scheduled Tribes Finance and Development Corporation, a
Public Sector Undertaking under the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt.
of India, invites application from the eligible candidates for filling up
the post of Assistant General Manager (Personnel) on Direct
Recruitment basis for its Head Office, New Delhi, as per details here
under: 
S. Name of the Post No. of Pay Scale Maximum
No. Post Age (as on

01.07.2021)
1. Assistant General 01 (SC) 70000-200000 42

Manager (Personnel)
For qualifications, eligibility and other details, please visit our
website www.nstfdc.net. The last date of receipt of application is 21
days from the date of publication of the advertisement in the
Employment News.

EN 17/81

No.: N-302/6/2020-NI (E 12916)

Government of India

Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment 

Department of Empowerment of 
Persons with Disabilities

Room No. 517, 5th Floor, Antyodaya Bhawan 
CGO Complex, New Delhi 110003

Appointment of Director, National Institute for the
Empowerment of Persons with Intellectual Disabilities

(NIEPID), Secunderabad
Applications are invited for the post of Director, National Institute for
the Empowerment of Persons with Intellectual Disabilities (NIEPID),
Secunderabad, an autonomous body under the administrative
control of Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment (MSJ&E),
Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities
(Divyangjan), Government of India. Post carries pay as per Level 13
(Rs. 123100-215900) of Pay Matrix with admissible allowances and
is to be filled up on Deputation/Short Term Contract initially for a
period of 2 years which may be extended on yearly basis, after
review of the performance, up to 5 years.
2. Detailed advertisement,  application format etc. are available on
the website of the Department www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in and
on    the    website    of    the     Institute    i.e http://niepid.nic.in/.
The last date for receipt of applications would be 45 days from the
date of publishing of advertisement in Employment News.

(Navin Kumar) 
EN 17/86 Under Secretary to the Government of India

Ministry of Corporate Affairs
Government of India

(National Financial Reporting Authority)
Appointment of Chairperson and three full time Members
Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India, New Delhi
invites applications from Indian Nationals for the posts of
Chairperson and three full time Members in the National
Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA).
The NFRA is mandated to make recommendations to the Central
Government on the formulation and laying down of accounting and
auditing policies and standards for adoption by companies. It is
expected to monitor and enforce compliance with accounting and
auditing standards as may be prescribed.
The NFRA shall also oversee the quality of service of the
professions associated with ensuring compliance with such
standards and suggest measures required for improvement in
quality of service etc.
Eligibilty conditions and other details may be seen on
www.mca.gov.in.
The Government may relax the criteria, if considered
necessary, for meritorious applicants.
Applications in the prescribed format, duly completed in all respect
should reach latest by 18th August, 2021 (5.30 P.M).
davp 07101/11/0005/2122 EN 17/87
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EN 17/23

EN 17/18

No E. 303/01/2021/Estt-6/HQ NSG/1932
Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

Directorate General, National 
Security Guard
(Establishment Branch)
WALK-IN-INTERVIEW

The National Security Guard (NSG) requires services of Specialist
Medical Officers in its Composite Hospital at Manesar (Gurugram),
Haryana in the following fields of specialization, on contractual
basis: -
(a) Radiology - 01 post 
(b) Surgery - 01 post
(c) Medicine - 01 post
(d) Anesthesia - 01 post 
Date & Time of Interview  :  26th July, 2021 at 1100 hrs
Venue:  HQ DG, NSG, Mehram Nagar Near IGI Airport Terminal - 1
Palam, New Delhi - 110037.
Qualification : PG Degree/ Diploma in relevant field of specialty; 
2 years experience after PG Degree/ Diploma .
Remuneration : Rs. 85,000/- (consolidated)
Upper age limit : 70 years
Nature of appointment : Full time on contractual basis
Period of appointment : 3 years (extendable upto 5 years)
For detailed  information including terms  and conditions of
appointment, please visit our website www.nsg.gov.in.

(Naresh Kumar)
Group Commander (Estt)

Tel/Fax: 011-25671637
davp 19115/11/0004/2122 EN 17/1

Ramkrishna Ashram
Krishi Vigyan Kendra
(Host Organisation - Sri Ramkrishna

Ashram, Nimpith)
P.O. Nimpith Ashram-743338

South 24-Parganas (Sundarbans), West Bengal, India
CORRIGENDUM

With reference to the Advertisement no.KVK/Nimpith/2020-
21/D/1/4/1dated 12.12.2020 published in the Employment News
dated 19-25 December 2020 and in Sambad Pratidin dated
12.12.2020, fresh applications are invited for the following vacant
post in Ramkrishna Ashram Krishi Vigyan Kendra under the aegis of
Sri Ramkrishna Ashram, Nimpith. The post is purely temporary and
will continue as long as the KVK will be funded by ICAR.
It is to be noted that those who have already applied vide the
previous advertisement, need not apply again but should submit the
NOC within 30 days of the last date of this advertisement.
SI. Vacant Post/ No. of Qualification
No. Pay Scale Position
1. Senior Scientist  Doctoral degree in relevant 

and Head subject (Like Agriculture/
Rs. 37400-67000, 1 Horticulture/Animal Sciences/ 
RGP Rs. 9000/- Fisheries/Home Science) 

including relevant basic sci-
ences.
Minimum 8 years experience 
in GP Rs. 5400/-or above.
Age not more than 47 years.

General instructions & how to apply etc. are available in the KVK
website www.rakvknimpith.org.in. Apply to the Chairman within
21 days of publication through Registerd post /Speed post only.

Chairman 
EN 17/27 Ramkrishna Ashram Krishi Vigyan Kendra
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∑§ÊÿÊ¸‹ÿ — ⁄UˇÊÊ ‹πÊ ¬˝äÊÊŸ ÁŸÿ¥òÊ∑§
Principal Controller of Defence Accounts

‚¥. 107, ‹Ê•⁄U •ª˝◊ ⁄UÊ«U, •ª˝◊ ¬ÊS≈U, ’¥ª‹Í⁄-560007
No. 107, Lower Agram Road, Bangalore - 560007

»§ÊŸ Ÿ¥./Phone No. - 29710474, 29710475, »Ò§Ä‚ Ÿ¥. /Fax No. - 29710132
No: AN/1/053/Canteen Attendant/2021 Date: 30/06/2021

NOTICE
Recruitment of Canteen Attendant at Principal Controller of Defence Accounts,
Bangalore.
The Principal Controller of Defence Accounts, Bengaluru under Ministry of Defence
[Finance] is in the process of filling up vacant posts in the grade of Canteen
Attendant, Central Services, Group ‘C’, Non Gazetted, Non-Ministerial, in
Departmental Canteen of this organization.

Name of Pay Age as SC ST OBC UR EWS Total Remarks
the Post on closing No. of

date Posts
Canteen Level 1 18-25 - 01 01 Nil 01 03 Horizontal
Attendant as per years reservation is

7th CPC applicable for
Ex-servicemen

* An ex-serviceman selected under the reservation provided, will be placed under
appropriate category viz [ST/OBC/EWS]
2. Pay Scale: Pay Band-1 [Rs 5200-20200+ Grade Pay Rs 1800, [Revised Pay scale
after 7th CPC: Rs 18,000/- Pay Level 1 in Pay Matrix-Level-1]
3.    Brief Nature of duties:
[i]  To prepare tea/coffee/juice etc for the users.
[ii] To serve tea/coffee/biscuits etc in the official meetings.
[iii]  To provide regular room service to officers/staff.
[iv] To  collect  the used  cups/plates and  utensils etc within the canteen premises

after concluding official meetings and also from the rooms of officers.
[v] To clean crockery/cutlery/utensils etc 
[vi] To sweep and wash the floor area.
[vii] Cleansing/dusting table, chair and other furniture in canteen.
[viii] Cleaning slabs and area where food is cooked.
[ix] Any other additional duty allotted by the in-charge-of the canteen.

Note: The above list of duties is only illustrative and not exhaustive. The canteen
in charge may add in the list, duties of similar nature, ordinarily performed by
officials at his level.

4.  Educational qualification: 10th Pass or equivalent from any recognised board.
Note: Candidate, who has not acquired the minimum qualification as on the
closing date for receipt of application form, need not apply.

5. Age limit: 18 years to 25 years as on the closing date for receipt of application
from candidates. [Relaxable for Government Servant upto the age of 40 years in
accordance with orders /instructions issued from time to time by Government of
India]
Note: Candidates should note that date of birth as mentioned in the birth
certificate/10th pass certificate available on the date of submission of application
will only be accepted for determining the age eligibility.

5A. Age relaxation: Permissible relaxation in upper age limit  for  different category is
as under.
Category Age relaxation permissible
ST 05 years
OBC 03 years 

Ex-Servicemen 03 years after deduction of the military service rendered from the 
actual  age as on closing date of receipt of application.

Other category As per extant Govt. Order

6.  Nationality: A candidate must be a citizen of India.
7. Posts mentioned above are subject to all India transfer liability rules.

8. Candidates should apply as per the given proforma only. Application in any other
format will not be accepted.

9. Candidates will forward applications properly sealed in an envelope to "The
PCDA, 107, Lower Agram Road, Agram Post, Bengaluru"- 560007 through
ordinary posts only. Registered applications will not be accepted. Candidates are
requested to super scribe the words, "Application for the post of Canteen
Attendant" on the top of the envelope while sending the application form.

10. Last date for receipt of application is 60 days from the date of publication
of the advertisement in Employment News.

11. The crucial  date for determining the age  limit  shall  be the  closing date for
receipt of application.

12. Photocopy  of   the  following  documents/certificates   to   be  attached  along
with application duly attested (by gazetted officer or self-attested):

a. 10th Pass certificate.
b. Mark sheet of educational qualification (10th Pass).
c. ST/ OBC/EWS certificate in the prescribed format. [Format given]
d. Copy of the Employment Exchange Registration ID number.
e. NOC in  original from their present employer in case of Government servant.

Note: Original certificate should not be sent with the application. These should
be produced only at the time of verification of document.

13. Incomplete/ ineligible applications will be deemed to be invalid and will be
rejected without intimation to the candidate. Applicants must read the
advertisement carefully before applying for the same.

14. The number of vacancies are subject to change. Further, the employer has the
right to cancel or modify this notification without assigning any reason thereof.

15. Canvassing in any form will disqualify the candidate. 'No enquiry or
correspondence will be entertained''.

16. No TA/ DA is admissible.

17. The decision of the Appointing Authority will be final.

18. The recruitment process can be cancelled/postponed/suspended /terminated
without any prior notice/assigning any reasons at any stage.

19. The   recruitment   to   this   post   shall   be   strictly    based   on   written test/skill
test only. There shall not be any personal interviews for selection.

20. Any dispute with regard to the recruitment will be subject to court/tribunal located
at Bangalore having jurisdiction over the office, where candidate has submitted
his/her application.
Note: Candidates are advised to visit PCDA Bengaluru website pcdablr.gov. in
regularly for updates and information about examination.

APPLICATION FORM
(For the post of Staff Canteen Attendant)

1. Full Name [In capital letters]:_____________________________
2. Father's Name:________________________________________
3. Mother's Name: _______________________________________
4. Date of Birth:
5. Category i.e. ST/OBC/EWS/General: ______________________

ESM/PH:_____________________________________________
6. Nationality:___________________________________________
7. Gender Male/Female/Trans:_________________________________________
8. Correspondence Address:___________________________________________
9. Permanent address:________________________________________________
10. Telephone No./Mobile No:___________________________________________
11.  Email:___________________________________________________________
12. Academic Qualification:_____________________________________________

S. Educational Year of Name of the Percentage of 
No. Qualification passing Board/Universty marks obtained

6. Languages Known:________________________________________________
7. Work experience [if any]:____________________________________________

DECLARATION
I DECLARE THAT ALL THE STATEMENTS MADE BY ME IN THE APPLICATION ARE
TRUE, COMPLETE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND
BELIEF. I HAVE NOT SUPPRESSED ANY INFORMATION. I UNDERSTAND AND
AGREE THAT IN THE EVENT OF ANY INFORMATION BEING FOUND FALSE OR
INCORRECT OR INCOMPLETE OR INELIGIBILITY BEING DETECTED AT ANY
POINT OF TIME BEFORE OR AFTER THE SELECTION, MY CANDIDATURE IS
LIABLE TO BE REJECTED. I SHALL BE BOUND BY THE DECISION OF THE
APPOINTING AUTHORITY.
Place: Signature
Date:

ANNEXURE-Il
UNDERTAKING TO BE GIVEN BY THE EX-SERVICEMEN

I ..................... bearing Roll No.................. appearing for the Document Verfication of
the ................ Examination, 20.............. do hereby undertake that:
(a) I am entitled to the benefits admissible to Ex- Servicemen in terms of the Ex-

Serviceman Re-employment in Central Civil Services and Posts Rules, 1979, as
amended from time to time.

(b) I have not joined the Government job on civil side (including Public Sector
Undertakings, Autonomous Bodies/ Statutory Bodies, Nationalized Banks, etc.)
on regular basis after availing of the benefits of reservation given to ex-
serviceman for re-employment; or

(c) I have availed the benefit of reservation as ex-serviceman for securing
Government job on civil side. I have joined as ..................on.............. in the office
of ....................I hereby undertake that I have submitted the self-
declaration/undertaking to my current employer about date wise detail of the
application for the above mentioned examination for which I had applied for
before joining the present civil employment; or

Paste self
attested
passport

size
photograph

Continued
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(d) I have availed the benefit of reservation as ex-serviceman for securing

Government job on civil side. I have joined as........................................
on............in the office of ........Therefore, I am eligible for age-relaxation only.

I hereby declare that the above statements are true, complete and correct to the best
of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of any information being
found false or incorrect at any stage, my candidature/ appointment is liable to be
cancelled/ terminated.

Signature:_______________________
Name:__________________________
Roll Number-.____________________
Date:___________________________
Date of appointment in Armed______
Forces:_________________________
Date of Discharge:________________
Last Unit/ Corps: _________________
Mobile Number:__________________
Email ID:________________________

ANNEXURE-III
FORMAT FOR SC/ ST CERTIFICATE

A candidate who claims to belong to one of the Scheduled Caste or the Scheduled
Tribes should submit in support of his claim an attested/certified copy of a certificate in
the form given below, from the District Officer or the Sub-Divisional Officer or any other
officer as indicated below of the District in which his parents (or surviving  parent)
ordinarily reside who has been designated by the State Government concerned as
competent to issue such a certificate. If both his parents are dead, the officer signing
the certificate should be of the district in which the candidate himself ordinarily resides
otherwise than for the purpose of his own education. Wherever photograph is an
integral part of the certificate, the Commission would accept only attested photocopies
of such certificates and not any other attested or true copy.
(The format of the certificate to be produced by Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes candidates applying for appointment to posts under
Government of India)
This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari* __________________________
son/daughter of ___________________________________ of village/town/* _____
____________________ in District/Division *_______________________ of the State/
Union Territory* ______________

belongs to the Caste/Tribes_______________ which is recognized as a Scheduled
Castes/Scheduled Tribes* under:-

The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) order, 1950 ___________________     

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) order, 1950 ________________ 

The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Union Territories order, 1951 * _______________ 

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Union Territories Order, 1951*______________

As amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Lists (Modification) order,
1956, the Bombay Reorganization Act, 1960 & the Punjab Reorganization Act, 1966,
the State of Himachal Pradesh Act 1970, the North-Eastern Area (Reorganization) Act,
1971 and the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order (Amendment) Act, 1976.

The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order, 1956___________

The Constitution (Andaman and Nicobar Islands) Scheduled Tribes  Order, 1959 as
amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes order (Amendment Act),
1976*.

The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes order 1962.

The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes Order 1962@.

The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order 1964@

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) (Uttar Pradesh) Order, 1967 @

The Constitution (Goa, Daman & Diu) Scheduled Castes Order, 1968@

The Constitution (Goa, Daman & Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order 1968 @

The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1970 @

The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes Order 1978@

The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order 1978@

The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order 1989@

The Constitution (SC) orders (Amendment) Act, 1990@

The Constitution (ST) orders (Amendment) Ordinance 1991@

The Constitution (ST) orders (Second Amendment) Act, 1991@ 

The Constitution (ST) orders (Amendment) Ordinance 1996@

The Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe Orders (Amendment) Act 2002@

The Constitution (Scheduled Caste] Orders (Amendment) Act 2002@

The Constitution (Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe) Orders (Amendment) Act
2002@ 

The Constitution (Scheduled Caste) Order (Amendment) Act 2007@

%2. Applicable in the case of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes persons who have
migrated from one State/Union Territory Administration.

This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled tribes
certificate issued to Shri/Shrimati __________________________Father/mother of
Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*___________of village/town*___________in District/Division*
______________________of the State/ Union Territory*___________________
____________________ who belong to the _________________________________
Caste/Tribe which is recognized as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled  Tribe in the

State/Union Territory* issued by the________________dated ___________________
%3. Shri/Shrimati/Kumari and /or * his/her family ordinarily reside(s) in village/town*
________________________________________ of ________________ District/
Division* _________________of the State/Union Territory of __________

Signature__________________________
**  Designation________________________

(with seal of office)
Place______________
Date_______________
*    Please delete the words which are not applicable
@  Please quote specific presidential order
%  Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
NOTE: The term ordinarily reside(s) used here will have the same meaning as in
section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
List of authorities empowered to issue Caste/Tribe Certificates:

(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy Commissioner/
Additional Deputy Commissioner/Dy.Collector/Ist Class Stipendiary Magistrate/
Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Extra-Assistant Commissioner/ Taluka Magistrate/
Executive Magistrate.

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Presidency
Magistrate.

(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(iv) Sub-Divisional Officers of the area where the candidate and/or his family normally

resides.
NOTE: ST candidates belonging to Tamil Nadu state should submit caste certificate
ONLY FROM THE REVENUE DIVISIONAL OFFICER.

ANNEXURE-IV
(FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES
APPLYING FOR APPOINTMENT TO POSTS UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF
INDIA)
This is to certify that Shri/Smt./Kumari _________________________son/daughter of
_______________________________ of village/town _________________________
in District/Division _____________belongs to the  __________________ Community
which is recognized as a backward class under the Government of India, Ministry of
Social Justice and Empowerment's Resolution No. _________________________
dated _________________*. Shri/Smt./Kumari __________________________
and/or his/her family ordinarily reside(s) in the ______________________
District/Division of the ____________________________ State/Union Territory. This is
also to certify that he/she does not belong to the persons/sections (Creamy Layer)
mentioned in Column 3 of the Schedule to the Government of India, Department of
Personnel & Training O.M. No. 36012/22/93-Estt (SCT) dated 8.9.1993**.    
District Magistrate: ________________________________________
Deputy Commissioner etc.: __________________________________    
Dated: 
Seal:   
* The authority issuing the certificate may have to mention the details of Resolution of
Government of India, in which the caste of the candidate is mentioned as OBC. 
**  As amended from time to time. 
Note: The term "Ordinarily" used here will have the same meaning as in Section 20 of
the Representation of the People Act,1950.

ANNEXURE-I
Government of ......................

(Name & Address of the authority issuing the certificate)
INCOME & ASSETS CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY ECONOMICALLY
WEAKER SECTIONS
Certificate No. ____________ Date _________________

VALID FOR THE YEAR__________
This is to certify that Shri/Smt./Kumari ___________________son/daughter/wife of
______________ permanent resident of ____________, Village/ Street
_____________ Post Office ___________________ District___________________in
the State/ Union Territory ___________________ Pin Code __________ whose
photograph is attested below belongs to Economically Weaker Sections, since the
gross annual income* of his/ her 'family'** is below Rs. 8 Lakh (Rupees Eight Lakh only)
for the financial year ______. His/ her family does not own or possess any of the
following assets *** :
I. 5 acres of agricultural land and above;
II. Residential flat of 1000 sq. ft. and above;
III. Residential plot of 100 sq. yards and above in notified municipalities;
IV. Residential plot of 200 sq. yards and above in areas other than the notified
municipalities.
2. Shri/Smt./Kumari _____________________  belongs to the ______________caste
which is not recognized as a Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Other Backward
Classes (Central List).

Signature with seal of Office_________________
Name____________________________________
Designation_______________________________

*Note 1: Income covered all sources i.e. salary, agriculture, business, profession etc.
** Note 2: The term 'Family' for this purpose include the person, who seeks benefit of
reservation, his/ her parents and siblings below the age of 18 years as also his/ her
spouse and children below the age of 18 years.
***Note 3: The property held by a "Family" in different locations or different places/cities
have been clubbed while applying the land or property holding test to determine EWS
status.
davp 10501/11/0001/2122 EN 17/91
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EN 17/20

EN 17/4

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive examinations
conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are however
advised to check with official notification/gazette. Employment News will not be
responsible for any printing error going inadvertently.

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy
Hyderabad -500052 

Applications are invited from eligible officers under the Central Government Offices/ Departments/

Organisations/State Governments/ UTs for filling up 01 post of Senior Laboratory Assistant in the

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy, Hyderabad-500052 purely on deputation basis.

Pay, qualifications required, other eligibility criteria for the post and application form are available in

Academy website http:/www.svpnpa.gov.in/vacancies.aspx. Duly filled in applications, along with all

supporting documents, should reach the Assistant Director (Estt), SVP National Police Academy,

Hyderabad-500 052 through proper channel not later than six weeks (42 days) from the date of

publication of this vacancy circular in the Employment News.

EN 17/35 Administrative Officer (Estt.)

EN 17/17
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÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÊÿÈ‚ŸÊ
Indian Air Force

DIRECT RECRUITMENT OF GROUP 'C' CIVILIAN POSTS IN IAF
1. Applications are invited from eligible Indian citizens for the recruitment of following Group 'C' Civilian posts at the various Air Force Stations/Units mentioned below.
The eligible candidates may address their application to the concerned Stations/Units. The details of the posts are given below:-
SI Postal Address Post Total No. Category for which the post should be earmarked
No. of Vacancies

UR OBC SC ST EWS PwBD ESM
1. Air Officer Commanding Cook (Ordinary Grade) 01 01 - - - - - -

Air Force Central Medical Establishment Mess Staff 01 01 - - - - - -
Subroto Park, New Delhi- 110010 Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 01 - - - - 01 - -

2. President, Hindi Typist 01 - - - - 01 - -
Central Airmen Selection Board, Barar Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 02 02 - - - - - -
Square, Naraina, Delhi Cantt. 
New Delhi-110010 

3. Air Officer Commanding Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 01 01 - - - - - -
CSDO, AF Subroto Park, House Keeping Staff 01 - 01 - - - - -
New Delhi- 110010 (HKS)

4. Air Officer Commanding, Air Force Station Cook (Ordinary Grade) 01 - 01 - - - - -
Sohna Road, Gurugram-122001 Multi Tasking Staff 01 - 01 - - - - -

Mess Staff 01 01 - - - - - -
5. The Presiding Officer, Civilian Hindi Typist 01 - 01 - - - - -

Recruitment Board Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 04 - - 02 - 02 - -
(scrutiny of Application) , House Keeping Staff 04 02 01 - - 01 - -
Air Force Record Office, Subroto Park, (HKS)
New Delhi-110010

6. Air Officer Commanding, Air Force Lower Division Clerk (LDC) 09 04 02 01 01 01 - -
Central Accounts Office, Subroto Park, Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 01 - - - - 01 - -
New Delhi- 110010 House Keeping Staff (HKS) 04 03 - - - 01 - -

7. 6 Air Force Liasion Unit
C/o Air Force Station Kanpur Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 01 - 01 - - - - -
PO - Chakeri, Kanpur, UP-208008

8. Commanding Officer, 2 Airmen Selection 
Centre, Hindi Typist 01 01 - - - - - -
C/o Air Force Station New Delhi, 
Race Course, New Delhi-110003

9. The Station Commander Hindi Typist 01 01 - - - - - -
Air Force Station Store Keeper 01 01 - - - - - -
Dist - Carnicobar, A & N Islands Carpenter (Skilled) 01 01 - - - - - -
PIN-744301 Painter (Skilled) 01 01 - - - - - -

Mess Staff 01 01 - - - - - -
10. The Air Officer Commanding Lower Division Clerk (LDC) 01 01 - - - - - -

Air Force Station, Race Course Store Keeper 02 01 - 01 - - - -
New Delhi - 110003 Supdt (Store) 15 06 04 02 01 02 - 03

Civilian Mechanical Transport 03 01 01 01 - - - -
Driver (Ordinary Grade)
Cook (Ordinary Grade) 03 01 01 01 - - - -
Carpenter (Skilled) 02 01 01 - - - - -
House Keeping Staff (HKS) 06 03 02 - - 01 - -
Mess Staff 06 03 02 - - 01 - -
Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) 06 03 01 - 01 01 - -

Note : The number of vacancies may vary.
Note: UR-Un-reserved, SC-Scheduled Caste, ST-Scheduled Tribes, OBC-Other Backward Caste, PwBD-Person with Benchmark Disabilities, OH-Orthopaedic

Handicapped, HH- Hearing Handicapped, VH-Visually Handicapped, EWS-Economy Weaker Section, ESM-Ex-Serviceman.
*Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBD) (A) (a) Blindness and low vision

(B) (b) Deaf and hard of hearing
(C) (c) Locomotor disability including cerebral palsy, leprosy cured, dwarfism, acid attack victims and 

muscular dystrophy
(D) (d) Autism, intellectual disability, specific learning disability and mental illness

(e) Multiple disabiIIties from amongst persons under clauses (a) to (d) including deaf blindness
Reservation for SC/ST/OBC/EWS/PwBD/ESM The persons selected against the quotas reserved for PwBD/ESM also to be adjusted in the post based 

roster among UR/SC/ST/OBC/EWS categories.

2. Age Limit:- For all posts 18-25 years (The crucial date for determining age limit is the last date of receipt of application).
(a) Age Relaxation: -
(i) 03 years for the candidates belonging to OBC.
(ii) 05 years for the candidates belonging to SC/ST category.
(iii) 10 years for the candidates belonging to Physically Handicapped.  (Additional 05 years in case of Physically Handicapped belonging to SC, ST & 03 years for OBC
category)
(iv) Ex-servicemen: Ex-servicemen who have rendered not less than 06 months of continuous service in the Armed Forces shall be allowed to deduct the full period
of such service from their actual age and if the resultant age does not exceed the prescribed maximum age by more than three years, they shall be deemed to be within
age limits.
(v) SC/ST/OBC candidates applying against UNRESERVED post are not entitled to any relaxation in age limit, experience etc. Continued
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(vi) Departmental Employees:-

40 years for UR 
43 years for OBC
45 years for SC/ST

Note:- The age relaxation for all eligible candidates is as per prevalent Govt. Instructions.
3. Educational Qualification/Pay Scale for each post:-
SI. Post Pay scale Educational Qualification/Experience
No. 
(a) Supdt (Store) Level-4, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Essential: Graduate of a recognized University or equivalent.

Desirable: Experience in handling Stores and keeping Accounts in a store of a 
concern of repute in Public or Private sector.

(b) Lower Division Clerk (LDC) Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC 12th Class pass from a recognized Board. 
A typing speed of 35 wpm in English or 30 wpm in Hindi on computer (35 wpm and 
30 wpm correspond to 10500 KDPH/9000 KDPH on an average of 5 key depressions 
for each word)

(c) Hindi Typist Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC 12th Class pass from a recognized Board. 
Hindi Typing @ 30 words per minute on computer corresponding to 9000 KDPH on an 
average of 5 key depressions for each word. (Time allowed 10 minutes)

(d) Store Keeper Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Essential: 12th Class or equivalent qualification from a recognized Board or 
University.
Desirable:
Experience in handling Stores and keeping Accounts in a store of a concern of repute 
in Public or Private sector.

(e) Civilian Mechanical Transport Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Essential : Matriculation pass or equivalent qualification from a recognized board or
Driver (Ordinary Grade) university; Must be holding a valid Civil Driving License for light and heavy vehicles; 

Must possess professional skill in driving and knowledge of motor mechanism; 
Minimum two years experience in driving motor vehicles.

(f) Cook (Ordinary Grade) Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Matriculation from a recognized board with a certificate or diploma in catering; 1 year 
experience in trade.

(g) Painter (Skilled) Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC 10th pass from a recognized Board or Institute.
Industrial Training Institute Certificate in the trade of Painter from a recognized institute 
OR 
Ex-servicemen in appropriate trade viz. Painter

(h) Carpenter (Skilled) Level-2, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC 10th pass from a recognized Board or Institute.
Industrial Training Institute Certificate in the trade of Carpenter from a recognized 
institute OR Ex-servicemen in appropriate trade viz. Carpenter Rigger

(j) House Keeping Staff (HKS) Level-1, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Matriculation pass or equivalent qualification from a recognized Board or University.

(k) Mess Staff Level-1, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Essential: Matriculation pass or equivalent qualification from a recognized Board or 
University.
Desirable: One year of experience as Waiter or Washer up from an Organization or 
Institute.

(l) Multi Tasking Staff (MTS) Level-1, as per Pay Matrix 7th CPC Essential: Matriculation pass or equivalent qualification from a recognized Board or 
University.
Desirable: One year of experience as Watchman or Lascar or Gestetner Operator or 
Gardener from an Organization or Institute.

Note: Nomenclature of the post is subject to change.
4. Mode of Selection:
(a) All application will be scrutinised in terms of age limits, minimum qualification, documents and certificates. Thereafter, eligible candidates will be issued call letters
for written test.
(b) The eligible candidates will be required to appear for written test. The written test will be based on minimum education qualification.
(c) Syllabus for written exam :-

For LDC  :- General Intelligence, English Language, Numerical Aptitude, General Awareness
For Stenographers :- General Intelligence & Reasoning, General Awareness, English Language & Comprehension
For MTS, HKS, Ayah/Ward Sahayika, Laundryman, Mess Staff & Vulcaniser :- General Intelligence & Reasoning, Numerical Aptitude, General English,
General Awareness
For all other trade/post :- General Intelligence & Reasoning, Numerical Aptitude, General English, General Awareness, Trade/Post related question

(d) The question cum answer paper will be in English and Hindi.
(e) The requisite number of candidates will be shortlisted (may be restricted to 10 times of number of vacancies) and called for skill/physical/practical test wherever
applicable. Further 100% weightage will be given for written test. The Practical/Physical/Skill test will be of qualifying nature only and marks awarded therein will not be
added in total marks while preparing merit list.
(f) Shortlisted candidates are to bring original certificates, copies of annexure attached with application.
5. Last date:- The last date for receipt of Application Form is 30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in 'Employment News/ Rozgar
Samachar'.
6. How to apply: Eligible candidates can apply to any of the above Air Force Station of their choice subject to the vacancies and qualifications.  Application as per
format given under (typed in English/Hindi), duly supported with the following documents is to reach the concerned Air Force Station through ordinary post. Applications
sent through Registered Post/Speed Post/Courier will not be accepted.
(a) All documents in support of Education Qualification, Age, Technical Qualification, Physically Handicapped, Experience Certificate & Caste Certificate (issued by the
competent civil authorities in case of SC/ST/OBC candidates) etc to be accompanied with the application should be self attested.
(b) In case of appointment of OBC candidates against their reserved quota their caste should be listed under Central List of OBCs as candidate belonging to castes
listed under Central list only are eligible for appointment to Central Services.  The latest rules with regard to creamy layer in OBCs are to be followed.  Candidates
seeking reservation as OBC is required to submit alongwith application a certificate to the effect that he does not belong to any of the creamy layer. 
(c) In case of ex-serviceman self attested photocopy of discharge book is to be submitted alongwith the application.
(d) Application form duly typed in English /Hindi with recent photograph (passport size) duly self attested.  Any other supporting document (self attested), Self addressed
envelope with stamp (s) Rs. 10/- pasted.  Address should be typed in English / Hindi.  Separate application for each post should be forwarded.  Applicants to mention
clearly on the envelope "APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF -------- AND CATEGORY--------"
(e) Two passport size photograph (same as fixed on the application form). Continued on page 41
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7. General Instructions:-
(a) Applications received prior to the date of publication of this notification and after closing date will not be entertained and will be rejected. IAF will not be responsible
for any kind of postal delay.
(b) Pre-scrutiny of the application in terms of age limit, minimum qualification, documents and certificates will be carried out by the respective unit before calling the
suitable candidates for the written test / skill / practical / physical test. An application can be rejected by the Board without any intimation, if found incomplete/not as per
format.
(c) The centre for examination/ skill / practical / physical test will be intimated to the candidate in due course.  The centre may be different from the place to which the
application was sent.  This is done purely for administrative convenience.
(d) NO TA/DA will be paid to attend the written test / skill / practical / physical test.
(e) Selected candidate will be subject to all India service liability.
(f) Merely fulfilling the basic selection criteria does not automatically entitle a person to be called for test / skill / practical / physical test.
(g) Candidates are to bring original certificates viz. SC/ST/OBC/EWS/PwBD/ESM, educational qualification / technical qualification and experience certificates at the
time of the skill / practical / physical test.
(h) There will be simultaneous conduct of test for all categories. The responsibility of deciding the category for which the candidate would like to appear will be choice
of the applicant himself. No separate exam will be conducted for candidates applying for more than one category, if the exams are held on the same date. 
8. Covid-19 Instruction:-  
(i) To avoid the risk of Covid-19, candidates are advised to follow all instructions/guidelines issued by Central / State Govt. for preventive of Covid-19 from time to time.  
(ii) At the entrance any candidate showing complaints of influence like illness (ILI), may not be allowed for the test considering the safety of other persons.  
9. The Air Officer Commanding/Station Commander / Commanding Officer of the concerned AF Station has the right to reject any application without assigning any
reason.  Similarly, respective Command/Unit has the right to change the number of vacancies / reservation status at any AF Station at any time before selection.

PROFORMA FOR APPLICATION
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF _____________________________ in ____________________________ Unit
(1) Post applied for : _______________________________________________________________________
(2) Name of Candidate : _______________________________________________________________________

(In Block letters)
(3) Father's Name : _______________________________________________________________________
(4) Date of Birth : ___________/_________/___________

(attach copy of Birth Certificate self attested )
(5) Age as on the last date : Years ____________________ Months__________________ Days________________

prescribed for receipt of application
(6) Address for correspondence

House No/Street/Village _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Post Office ____________________________________ Distt ___________________________________________________________________________
State ________________________________________________________________ Pin Code ________________________________________________

(7) Permanent Address
House No/Street/Village _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Post Office ________________________________________________ Distt _______________________________________________________________
State _____________________________________________________ Pin Code ___________________________________________________________

(8) Caste: Gen/OBC/SC/ST : __________________________________________________________________________________________
(attach self attested certificate in case of SC/ST/OBC)

(9) Educational Qualification : __________________________________________________________________________________________
(attach education certificate self attested)

(10) Any other Qualification/Experience : __________________________________________________________________________________________

(11) Category for which applied :   Gen(UR)/OBC/SC/ST/EWS/Ex-Serviceman/Meritorious Sport person /Physically Handicapped _____________
(attach self attested copy)

(12) Technical Training/Experience : __________________________________________________________________________________________
(13) Domicile : __________________________________________________________________________________________

(attach self attested copy)
(14) Whether registered with any Employment Exchange: Yes/No

(If yes, mention Registration No and Name of employment exchange)
(15) I hereby certify that above particulars mentioned in the application are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief, if particulars mentioned by 

me are found false at any stage then I shall be liable to be terminated without any notice.

Date: Signature of candidate

FOR OFFICIAL RECORD ONLY
1. Received on ____________________________
2. Accepted/Rejected _______________________
3. Reason for rejection: Underage/Overage/incomplete documents/Any other reason to be specified ______________________________________________
4. Index No: _________________________________________________________ Date of Test / skill / practical / physical test.

Acknowledgement Card
Post of __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(1) Name : _______________________________________________________________________
(2) Father's Name : _______________________________________________________________________

(3) Address for correspondence (To be filled same as per Column 6 of application form)
House No/Street/Village _______________________________________________________________________________________
Post Office ____________________________________ Distt _________________________________________________________
State ________________________________________ Pin Code ________________

(4) Index No: _____________________________Date and Time of Test / skill / practical / physical test______________________________________________
(5) Venue of Written Test / skill / practical / physical test ___________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Controlling Officer
davp 10801/11/0012/2122 EN 17/93
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DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the
Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of
the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the
organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way
responsible for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these
advertisements.

Government of India 
Office of the Commissioner 

of Customs (Preventive)
Jamnagar

“Sarda House”, Bedi Bunder Road
Jamnagar-361008, Ph. No.- (0288) 2757528 

Email:- estt-custjmr@nic.in
Customs Marine Staff Recruitment Notification - 2021

Applications in the prescribed format are invited from eligible
candidate for recruitment to the following Group 'C' post in the
Customs Marine Wing in the Jurisdiction of Customs Gujarat Zone.
Sr. No. Name of Post No. of Vacancies 
01 GREASER 04 (UR-02, OBC-01, EWS-01)
02 SEAMAN 06 (UR-02, OBC-01, SC-01, ST-02)

The complete details viz. age, qualification, pay scale, application
form along with terms & conditions and instructions are available
on the departmental website www.cbic.gov.in under
"Departmental Officers" - "Vacancies" & on www.jamnagar
customs.gov.in. 
The application form available on the website www.jamnagar
customs.gov.in should be mandatorily filled ONLINE. The last
date of online submission of application is 24.08.2021 by 23:59
Hrs. Joint Commissioner
EN 17/84 Customs (Prev.), Jamnagar

Board of Apprenticeship
Training 

(Northern Region) 
(An Autonomous Body under Ministry of Education

Deptt. of Higher Education, Govt. of India) 

16, Block-1 A, Lakhanpur, Kanpur-208024 (UP)

Website: www.boatnr.org

CANCELLATION NOTICE

It is notified for information that the advertisement No.

BOAT(NR)/2019/1 published in Employment News dated 10-

16 August, 2019 for recruitment on various posts stands

cancelled due to administrative reasons.

EN 17/70 Director

National Judicial Academy
Bhadbhada Road, P.O. Suraj Nagar, Bhopal -462 044 (M.P.)

Website : www.nja.nic.in , EPABX- 0755- 2432500
NJA/Adm./Rect/2021/02 Dated: 07.07.2021

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
The National Judicial Academy invites applications to fill up positions as follow :
S. Name of Post Pay Scale No. of Qualifications and Experience.
No. (in Rs.) Vaca-

ncies
1. Manager Rs. 56,100- 01 Graduate in any discipline from a recognized University 

(Documenta- 1,77,500 with good command over the English language, with a 
tion Communi- minimum 5 years of experience in documentation and 
cation Public publication work in the pay-scale not lower than 
Relations) Rs. 44,900-1,42,400 under the 7th CPC or equivalent (or) 

with  minimum 8 years of experience in documentation 
and publication work in the pay-scale not lower than  
Rs. 35,400-1,12,400 under 7th CPC or equivalent. 
Experience in documentation and/or publication works in 
any National level Academic/Training Institution, in an 
equivalent or similar capacity will be preferred.

2 Law Rs.50,000/- + 01 Fresh Law Graduate of five years course. (Deputation  
Associate Rs. 6000/- as not allowed)

HRA if 
accommoda-
tion not provi-
ded, (consoli-
dated)

3 Driver cum Rs. 19,900- 01 10th Passed having valid LMV Driving License with one 
Attendant 63,200 year experience.

Applications, complete in all respect, should be received by NJA (in person/by post/ by courier) in a sealed
cover addressed to "The Registrar (Administration), National Judicial Academy, Bhadbhada Road,
Suraj Nagar P.O., Bhopal - 462044" latest by 31.08.2021. Application form and other terms and
conditions are available in Academy website www.nja.nic.in.
EN 17/37 REGISTRAR (ADMINISTRATION)

Sainik School Punglwa (Nagaland)
[Under Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence, Govt of India and

Affiliated to Central Board of Secondary Education]
(Phone- 03839-262010)

Applications are invited for the post of 01 Nursing Assistant
Ser Name of the Posts Essential Education   Desirable
No. Qualification and Age
1. Nursing Assistant (a) Nursing in Diploma/Degree. (a) Knowledge of burn and basic dressing,

(01 Post- Regular (b) 5 years of experience or ex- snake bite treatment, fracture treatment
Basis) service of Medical Assistant and CPR etc.
(Unreserved) trade with atleast 5 years (b) Communication in English, higher

service after Training. qualification, having experience for
(c) Should be below 50 years minimum 05 years working in residential
as on 01 Jan 2022. Public School.

Perks/Benefit: Pay and Allowances will be as per the VII CPC, Basic pay Rs. 25,500/-, Level - 4, Cell 1
and policies of Sainik Schools Society and applicable Terms and Conditions of service with certain
privileges of a fully residential school. Pay + DA, New Pension Scheme, LTC, Bonus and Medical
Allowance, subsidized schooling for maximum two children, Rent free accommodation and limited free
Electrical units and other allowances as admissible.
How   to   apply? Eligible   candidates   may   apply   in   the   prescribed   format   as   available   at
www.sainikschoolpunglwa.nic.co with one recent passport size photograph to the 'Principal, Sainik
School, Punglwa BPO, Medziphema SO, Dist- Peren (Nagaland), PIN- 797106' along with photocopies
of the Mark Sheets and testimonials, unstamped self addressed envelope and a Demand Draft for Rs.
300/- for General and Rs. 100/- for SC/ST (all non-refundable) drawn in favour of 'Principal, Sainik School,
Punglwa (Nagaland)', payable at SBI, Medziphema (Code No.6759).
Last date of receipt of applications in the School is within 30 days from the date of publication of
the advertisement in Employment News. No TA/DA is admissible. Incomplete applications shall be
summarily rejected.

The School Administration reserves the right to cancel vacancy
due to administrative reasons without assigning any reasons
whatsoever.

For details visit: www.sainikschoolpunglwa.nic.co
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CS (Main) Exam, 2020
URC—G—ESSY

ÁŸ’¥äÊ

‚◊ÿ— ÃËŸ ÉÊ¥≈U •ÁäÊ∑§Ã◊ •¥∑§ — 250

¬˝‡Ÿ-¬òÊ ‚¥’¥äÊË Áfl‡Ê· •ŸÈŒ‡Ê
(¬˝‡ŸÊ¥ ∑§ ©UûÊ⁄U ŒŸ ‚ ¬„U‹ ÁŸêŸÁ‹ÁπÃ ¬˝àÿ∑§ •ŸÈŒ‡Ê ∑§Ê ∑Î§¬ÿÊ äÿÊŸ¬Ífl¸∑§ ¬…∏¥U)

¬˝fl‡Ê-¬òÊ ◊¥ ¬˝ÊÁäÊ∑Î§Ã ◊Êäÿ◊ ‚ ÁŸ’¥äÊ Á‹πŸÊ •Êfl‡ÿ∑§ „ÒU ÃÕÊ ßU‚ ◊Êäÿ◊ ∑§Ê S¬c≈U ©UÀ‹π ¬˝‡Ÿ-‚„U-

©UûÊ⁄U (ÄÿÍ. ‚Ë. ∞.) ¬ÈÁSÃ∑§Ê ∑§ ◊Èπ¬ÎcΔU ¬⁄U ÁŸÁŒ¸c≈U SÕÊŸ ¬⁄U ∑§⁄UŸÊ •Êfl‡ÿ∑§ „ÒU. ¬˝ÊÁäÊ∑Î§Ã ◊Êäÿ◊ ∑§

•‹ÊflÊ •ãÿ ◊Êäÿ◊ ◊¥ Á‹π ª∞ ©UûÊ⁄UÊ¥ ¬⁄U •¥∑§ Ÿ„UË¥ ÁŒ∞ ¡Ê∞¥ª.

¬˝‡ŸÊ¥ ∑§ ©UûÊ⁄U ÁŸÁŒ¸c≈U ‡ÊéŒ-‚¥ÅÿÊ ∑§ •ŸÈ‚Ê⁄U „UÊŸ øÊÁ„U∞.

¬˝‡Ÿ-‚„U-©UûÊ⁄U ¬ÈÁSÃ∑§Ê ◊¥ πÊ‹Ë ¿UÊ«∏ ª∞ Á∑§‚Ë ¬ÎcΔU •ÕflÊ ¬ÎcΔU ∑§ ÷Êª ∑§Ê ¬ÍáÊ¸Ã— ∑§Ê≈U ŒËÁ¡∞.

ESSAY

Time Allowed : Three Hours Maximum Marks : 250

QUESTION PAPER SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
(Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting

questions)

The ESSAY must be written in the medium authorized in the Admission

Certificate which must be stated clearly on the cover of this Question-cum-

Answer (QCA) Booklet in the space provided. No marks will be given for

answers written in a medium other than the authorized one.

Word limit, as specified, should be adhered to.

Any page or portion of the page left blank in the Question-cum-Answer Booklet

must be clearly struck off.

ÁŸêŸ ÅÊ¥«U A fl B ¬˝àÿ∑§ ‚ ∞∑§ Áfl·ÿ øÈŸ∑§⁄U ŒÊ ÁŸ’¥äÊ Á‹Áπ∞, ¡Ê ¬˝àÿ∑§ ‹ª÷ª 1000-1200 ‡ÊéŒÊ¥

∑§Ê „UÊ—

Write two essays, choosing one topic from each of the following Sections A &

B, in about 1000-1200 words each : 125x2= 250

ÅÊ¥«U—A/SECTION—A

1. ◊ŸÈcÿ „UÊŸ •ÊÒ⁄U ◊ÊŸfl ’ŸŸ ∑§ ’Ëø ∑§Ê ‹ê’Ê ‚»§⁄U „UË ¡ËflŸ „ÒU

Life is long journey between human being and being humane

2. ÁfløÊ⁄U¬⁄U∑§ ‚¥∑§À¬ Sflÿ¥ ∑§ ‡ÊÊ¥ÃÁøûÊ ⁄U„UŸ ∑§Ê ©Uà¬˝⁄U∑§ „ÒU

Mindful manifesto is the catalyst to a tranquil self

3. ¡„UÊ¡ •¬Ÿ øÊ⁄UÊ¥ Ã⁄U»§ ∑§ ¬ÊŸË ∑§ fl¡„U ‚ Ÿ„UË¥ «ÍU’Ê ∑§⁄UÃ, ¡„UÊ¡ ¬ÊŸË ∑§ •¥Œ⁄U ‚◊Ê ¡ÊŸ ∑§Ë

fl¡„U ‚ «Í’Ã „Ò¥U

Ships do not sink because of water around them, ships sink because of

water that gets into them

4. ‚⁄U‹ÃÊ ø⁄U◊ ¬Á⁄Uc∑§⁄UáÊ „ÒU

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication

ÅÊ¥«U—B/SECTION—B

5. ¡Ê „U◊ „Ò¥U, fl„U ‚¥S∑§Ê⁄U; ¡Ê „U◊Ê⁄‘U ¬Ê‚ „ÒU, fl„U ‚èÿÃÊ

Culture is what we are, civilization is what we have

6. Á’ŸÊ •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ‚◊ÎÁhU ∑§ ‚Ê◊ÊÁ¡∑§ ãÿÊÿ Ÿ„UË¥ „UÊ ‚∑§ÃÊ, Á∑¥§ÃÈ Á’ŸÊ ‚Ê◊ÊÁ¡∑§ ãÿÊÿ ∑§ •ÊÁÕ¸∑§

‚◊ÎÁhU ÁŸ⁄UÕ¸∑§ „ÒU

There can be no social justice without economic prosperity but economic

prosperity without social justice is meaningless

7. Á¬ÃÎ-‚ûÊÊ ∑§Ë √ÿflSÕÊ Ÿ¡⁄U ◊¥ ’„ÈUÃ ∑§◊ •ÊŸ ∑§ ’Êfl¡ÍŒ ‚Ê◊ÊÁ¡∑§ Áfl·◊ÃÊ ∑§Ë ‚’‚ ¬˝÷ÊflË

‚¥⁄UøŸÊ „ÒU

Patriarchy is the least noticed yet the most significant structure of social

inequality

8. •¥Ã⁄UÊ¸c≈˛UËÿ ‚¥’¥äÊÊ¥ ◊¥ ◊ÊÒŸ ∑§Ê⁄U∑§ ∑§ M§¬ ◊¥ ¬˝ÊÒlÊÁª∑§Ë

Technology as the silent factor in international relations

CS (Main) Exam, 2019
SDF—G—ESSY

ÅÊ¥«U—A/SECTION—A

1. Áflfl∑§ ‚àÿ ∑§Ê πÊ¡ ÁŸ∑§Ê‹ÃÊ „ÒU

Wisdom finds truth

2. ◊ÍÀÿ fl Ÿ„UË¥ ¡Ê ◊ÊŸflÃÊ „ÒU, ’ÁÀ∑§ fl „Ò¥U ¡Ò‚Ê ◊ÊŸflÃÊ ∑§Ê „UÊŸÊ øÊÁ„U∞

Values are not what humanity is, but what humanity ought to be

3. √ÿÁÄÃ ∑§ Á‹∞ ¡Ê ‚fl¸üÊcΔU „ÒU, fl„U •Êfl‡ÿ∑§ Ÿ„UË¥ Á∑§ ‚◊Ê¡ ∑§ Á‹∞ ÷Ë „UÊ

Best for an individual is not necessarily best for the society

4. SflË∑§Ê⁄UÊÁÄÃ ∑§Ê ‚Ê„U‚ ∞fl¥ ‚ÈäÊÊ⁄U ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ë ÁŸcΔUÊ ‚»§‹ÃÊ ∑§ ŒÊ ◊¥òÊ „Ò¥

Courage to accept and dedication to improve are two keys to success

ÅÊ¥«U—B/SECTION—B

5. ŒÁˇÊáÊ ∞Á‡ÊÿÊß¸U ‚◊Ê¡ ‚ûÊÊ ∑§ •Ê‚-¬Ê‚ Ÿ„UË¥, ’ÁÀ∑§ •¬ŸË •Ÿ∑§ ‚¥S∑Î§ÁÃÿÊ¥ •ÊÒ⁄U ÁflÁ÷ãŸ

¬„UøÊŸÊ¥ ∑§ ÃÊŸ-’ÊŸ ‚ ’Ÿ „Ò¥U

South Asian societies are woven not around the state, but around their

plural cultures and plural identities

6. ¬˝ÊÕÁ◊∑§ SflÊSâÿ ‚flÊ •ÊÒ⁄U Á‡ÊˇÊÊ ∑§Ë ©U¬ˇÊÊ ÷Ê⁄UÃ ∑§ Á¬¿U«∏U¬Ÿ ∑§ ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ „Ò¥U

Neglect of primary health care and education in India are reasons for its

backwardness

7. ¬ˇÊ¬ÊÃ¬ÍáÊ¸ ◊ËÁ«UÿÊ ÷Ê⁄UÃ ∑§ ‹Ê∑§Ã¥òÊ ∑§ ‚◊ˇÊ ∞∑§ flÊSÃÁfl∑§ πÃ⁄UÊ „ÒU

Biased media is a real threat to Indian democracy

8. ∑Î§ÁòÊ∑§ ’ÈÁhU ∑§Ê ©UàÕÊŸ — ÷Áflcÿ ◊¥ ’⁄UÊ ÊªÊ⁄UË ∑§Ê πÃ⁄UÊ •âÊflÊ ¬ÈŸ∑§ÊÒ¸‡Ê‹ •ÊÒ⁄U ©UìÊ∑§ÊÒ‡Ê‹ ∑§

◊Êäÿ◊ ‚ ’„UÃ⁄U ⁄UÊ ÊªÊ⁄U ∑§ ‚Î¡Ÿ ∑§Ê •fl‚⁄U

Rise of Artificial Intelligence : the threat of jobless future or better job

opportunities through reskilling and upskilling

CS (Main) Exam, 2018
EGT—G—ESSY

ÅÊ¥«U—A/SECTION—A

1. ¡‹flÊÿÈ ¬Á⁄UflÃ¸Ÿ ∑§ ¬˝ÁÃ ‚ÈŸêÿ ÷Ê⁄UÃ „UÃÈ flÒ∑§ÁÀ¬∑§ Ã∑§ŸË∑¥§

Alternative technologies for a climate change resilient India

2. ∞∑§ •ë¿UÊ ¡ËflŸ ¬˝◊ ‚ ¬˝Á⁄UÃ ÃÕÊ ôÊÊŸ ‚ ‚¥øÊÁ‹Ã „UÊÃÊ „ÒU

A good life is one inspired by love and guided by knowledge

3. ∑§„UË¥ ¬⁄U ÷Ë ª⁄UË’Ë, „U⁄U ¡ª„U ∑§Ë ‚◊ÎÁhU ∑§ Á‹∞ πÃ⁄UÊ „ÒU

Poverty anywhere is a threat to prosperity everywhere

4. ÷Ê⁄UÃ ∑§ ‚Ë◊Ê ÁflflÊŒÊ¥ ∑§Ê ¬˝’¥äÊŸ ó ∞∑§ ¡Á≈U‹ ∑§Êÿ¸

Management of Indian border disputes—a complex task

ÅÊ¥«U—B/SECTION—B

5. M§Á…∏UªÃ ŸÒÁÃ∑§ÃÊ •ÊäÊÈÁŸ∑§ ¡ËflŸ ∑§Ê ◊Êª¸Œ‡Ê¸∑§ Ÿ„UË¥ „UÊ ‚∑§ÃË „ÒU

Customary morality cannot be a guide to modern life

6. “•ÃËÃ” ◊ÊŸflËÿ øÃŸÊ ÃÕÊ ◊ÍÀÿÊ¥ ∑§Ê ∞∑§ SÕÊÿË •ÊÿÊ◊ „ÒU

‘The past’ is a permanent dimension of human consciousness and values

7. ¡Ê ‚◊Ê¡ •¬Ÿ Á‚hUÊ¥ÃÊ¥ ∑§ ™§¬⁄U •¬Ÿ Áfl‡Ê·ÊÁäÊ∑§Ê⁄UÊ¥ ∑§Ê ◊„Uàfl ŒÃÊ „ÒU, fl„U ŒÊŸÊ¥ ‚ „UÊÕ äÊÊ ’ÒΔUÃÊ

„ÒU

A people that values its privileges above its principles loses both

8. ÿÕÊÕ¸ •ÊŒ‡Ê¸ ∑§ •ŸÈM§¬ Ÿ„UË¥ „UÊÃÊ „ÒU, ’ÁÀ∑§ ©U‚∑§Ë ¬ÈÁc≈U ∑§⁄UÃÊ „ÒU

Reality does not conform to the ideal, but confirms it

Previous Year Question Paper Bank (2016-2020) 
Civil Service (Main) - Essay Paper
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Studies have found that the introduction
of GST and the resultant removal of inter-
state barriers resulted in a 20% reduction
in turnaround times in the transport
sector. A total of 194 crore e-waybills have
been generated since the launch of the
system, of which about 40% are for the
inter-state transport of goods.

Addressing the issues faced by small
taxpayers, the GST Council simplified the
annual returns and its filing was made
optional for small taxpayers having
turnover upto Rs. 2 crore for F.Y. 2017-18,
2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21. Filing of
'Nil' GST returns through the SMS facility
from the registered mobile number has
been introduced which is expected to help
almost 22 lakh Nil filers. A big step
forward towards enhancing taxpayers'
convenience.

For smaller taxpayers having aggregate
turnover upto Rs. 5 crore, Quarterly
Return and Monthly Payment scheme has
been introduced w.e.f. 01.01.2021
wherein the taxpayers can file their
GSTR-3B return quarterly instead of
monthly, while they are required to pay tax
monthly. The Quarterly Return and
Monthly Payment Scheme was made
operational on January 1, 2021 and is
applicable for registered persons having
turnover of up to Rs. 5 crore.

Overall, GST rates have been reduced
on 400 goods and 80 services. Given
that, in the pre-GST regime, the combined
Centre and States rates were more than
31% on most of the items; this reduction
marks a significant relief for the taxpayer.
Common-use items such as hair oil,
toothpaste, and soap have seen their tax
rates come down from 29.3% in the pre-
GST era to just 18% under GST.
Appliances such as fridges, washing
machines, vacuum cleaners, food

grinders and mixers, shavers, hair
clippers, water heaters, hair dryers,
electric smoothing irons, TVs (up to 32
inches) have all seen tax rates lowered
from 31.3% to 18% due to GST. The tax
on cinema tickets, earlier anywhere
between 35% to 110%, has been brought
down to 12% (where ticket rate is up to Rs
100) and 18% in the GST regime. Most
items of daily use are in the zero or 5%
slab. Taxation on the construction of
residential complexes saw a steep
reduction in rates to 5% in general and
1% for affordable houses. That on
restaurants were also brought down to
5%. 

Substantial concessions have been
extended to the agriculture sector in GST.
On fertilisers, the net tax incidence was
halved in GST. On agricultural machinery,
the tax incidence has come down
significantly from 15%/18% to 12% and
on certain items from about 8% to 5%.
The pre-GST tax incidence on chemical
fertilisers was above 10%. (1% excise
duty, 2.44% embedded excise duty, about
4% weighted average VAT and 2.5% CST,
Octroi, etc.) while in the GST regime all
types of chemical fertilisers only attract a
5% tax rate. Cattle feed, aquatic feed and
poultry feed have all been kept at a Nil
rate in GST, as have all kinds of seeds. In
other words, these vital inputs in the
agricultural process do not attract any tax
under the GST system.

GST has replaced the complex indirect
tax structure with a simple, transparent
and technology-driven tax regime and has
thus integrated India into a single
common market. With the continuous
simplification of procedures and
rationalisation of rate structures so as to
make GST compliance easy for common

man as well as the trade, we have been
able to achieve economic integration of
the country with a humane touch. Earlier,
the multiple markets across India, with
each State charging a different rate of tax,
led to great inefficiencies and costs of
compliance. In these 4 years, GST has
achieved better tax compliance through
mitigation of tax cascading, double

(multiple) taxation, lower tax burden, and
has improved the competitiveness of
domestic industries in the international
market by removing hidden and
embedded taxes.

(Compiled by Annesha Banerjee &
Anuja Bhardwajan)

(Source: Ministry of Finance/PIB)

Continued from page 3

4 YEARS OF GST : SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT

CS (Main) Exam, 2017
ÁflÿÊíÿ DETACHABLE

ÅÊ¥«U ‘A’ SECTION ‘A’

1. ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ •ÁäÊ∑§Ã⁄U ∑Î§cÊ∑§Ê¥ ∑§ Á‹∞ ∑Î§Á· ¡ËflŸ-ÁŸflÊ¸„U ∑§Ê ∞∑§ ‚ˇÊ◊ ‚˝ÊÃ Ÿ„Ë¥ ⁄U„UË „ÒU.

Farming has lost the ability to be a source of subsistence for majority of

farmers in India.

2. ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ ‚¥ÉÊ •ÊÒ⁄U ⁄UÊíÿÊ¥ ∑§ ’Ëø ⁄UÊ¡∑§Ê·Ëÿ ‚¥’¥äÊÊ¥ ¬⁄U Ÿ∞ •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ©U¬ÊÿÊ¥ ∑§Ê ¬˝÷Êfl.

Impact of the new economic measures on fiscal ties between the union

and states in India.

3. ⁄UÊc≈˛U ∑§ ÷ÊÇÿ ∑§Ê SflM§¬-ÁŸ◊Ê¸áÊ ©U‚∑§Ë ∑§ˇÊÊ•Ê¥ ◊¥ „UÊÃÊ „ÒU.

Destiny of a nation is shaped in its classrooms.

4. ÄÿÊ ªÈ≈UÁŸ⁄U¬ˇÊ •Ê¥ŒÊ‹Ÿ (ŸÊ◊) ∞∑§ ’„ÈUäÊ˝ÈflË Áfl‡fl ◊¥ •¬ŸË ¬˝Ê‚¥Áª∑§ÃÊ ∑§Ê πÊ ’ÒΔUÊ „ÒU?

Has the Non-Alignment Movement (NAM) lost its relevance in a

multipolar world?

ÅÊ¥«U ‘B’ SECTION ‘B’

5. „U·¸ ∑Î§ÃôÊÃÊ ∑§Ê ‚⁄U‹Ã◊ M§¬ „ÒU.

Joy is the simplest form of gratitude.

6. ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ “Ÿ∞ ÿÈª ∑§Ë ŸÊ⁄UË” ∑§Ë ¬Á⁄U¬ÍáÊ¸ÃÊ ∞∑§ Á◊Õ∑§ „ÒU.

Fulfilment of ‘new woman’ in India is a myth.

7. „U◊ ◊ÊŸflËÿ ÁŸ◊ÿÊ¥ ∑§Ê ÃÊ ‚Ê„U‚¬Ífl¸∑§ ‚Ê◊ŸÊ ∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã „Ò¥U, ¬⁄¥UÃÈ ¬˝Ê∑Î§ÁÃ∑§ ÁŸÿ◊Ê¥ ∑§Ê ¬˝ÁÃ⁄UÊäÊ Ÿ„UË¥

∑§⁄U ‚∑§Ã.

We may brave human laws but cannot resist natural laws.

8. “‚Ê‡Ê‹ ◊ËÁ«UÿÊ” •¥ÃÁŸ¸Á„UÃ M§¬ ‚ ∞∑§ SflÊÕ¸¬⁄UÊÿáÊ ◊Êäÿ◊ „ÒU.

‘Social media’ is inherently a selfish medium.

CS (Main) Exam, 2016
M—ESC—O—ESY

ÅÊ¥«U—A/SECTION—A

1. SòÊË-¬ÈL§· ∑§ ‚◊ÊŸ ‚⁄UÊ∑§Ê⁄UÊ¥ ∑§Ê ‡ÊÊÁ◊‹ Á∑§∞ Á’ŸÊ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ‚¥∑§≈Uª˝SÃ „ÒU

If development is not engendered, it is endangered

2. •Êfl‡ÿ∑§ÃÊ ‹Ê÷ ∑§Ë ¡ŸŸË „ÒU ÃÕÊ ‹Ê÷ ∑§Ê •ÊÁäÊÄÿ ŸS‹¥ ’’Ê¸Œ ∑§⁄UÃÊ „ÒU

Need brings greed, if greed increases it spoils breed

3. ‚¥ÉÊËÿ ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ ⁄UÊíÿÊ¥ ∑§ ’Ëø ¡‹-ÁflflÊŒ

Water disputes between States in federal India

4. Ÿfl¬˝flÃ¸Ÿ •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ‚¥flÎÁhU •ÊÒ⁄U ‚Ê◊ÊÁ¡∑§ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ∑§Ê •¬Á⁄U„UÊÿ¸ ÁŸäÊÊ¸⁄U∑§ „ÒU

Innovation is the key determinant of economic growth and social welfare

ÅÊ¥«U—B/SECTION—B

5. ‚„U∑§Ê⁄UË ‚¥ÉÊflÊŒ — Á◊Õ∑§ •ÕflÊ ÿÕÊÕ¸

Cooprative federalism : Myth or reality

6. ‚ÊßU’⁄US¬‚ •ÊÒ⁄U ß¥U≈U⁄UŸ≈U — ŒËÉÊ¸ •flÁäÊ ◊¥ ◊ÊŸfl ‚èÿÃÊ ∑§ Á‹∞ fl⁄UŒÊŸ •ÕflÊ •Á÷‡ÊÊ¬

Cyberspace and Internat : Blessing or curse to the human civilization in

the long run

7. ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ ‹ª÷ª ⁄UÊ ÊªÊ⁄UÁfl„UËŸ ‚¥flÎÁhU — •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ‚ÈäÊÊ⁄U ∑§Ë Áfl‚¥ªÁÃ ÿÊ ¬Á⁄UáÊÊ◊

Near jobless growth in India : An anomaly or an outcome of economic

reforms

8. Á«UÁ¡≈U‹ •Õ¸√ÿflSÕÊ — ∞∑§ ‚◊ÃÊ∑§Ê⁄UË ÿÊ •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ •‚◊ÃÊ ∑§Ê ‚˝ÊÃ

Digital economy : A leveller or a source of economic inequality

Source : upsc.gov.in
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ability of a computer to imitate human
behaviour is actually only the basic
function of AI. Machine Learning and
Deep Learning are the two subsets of AI.
Machine Learning enables systems to
make predictions or take decisions or
learn from past data or experiences. It
works on the algorithms which learn by its
own using stored data. It allows
computers to "witness" human behaviour
through the intake of data and then
undergo advanced processes to analyse
that data and identify patterns within it. It
uses a gigantic quantity of organised and
partly organized data so that a tool or
model of Machine Learning produces
precise result or give predictions based
on that data. Whereas, AI works on all
category of data i.e. organized, partly
organized and unorganized data.
Machine Learning is the link between
Data Science and Artificial Intelligence for
the very reason that it is a process of
learning from the data over time, while AI
is the methodology that helps data

science in accomplishing the goal of
getting results and solution for a specific
problem. Machine Learning is the
technology which helps in achieving the
set goal. Data science is not exactly a
subset of Machine Learning but it uses
Machine Learning tools to analyse data
and make forecasts for the future. Data
Science combines tools and methods of
Machine Learning with big Data Analytics
and Cloud Computing to enable the
algorithms for predictions. Data Science
is purely an applied application of
Machine Learning with full attention and
importance on solving real and material
world problems.

Benefits of Artificial Intelligence
i) Bright and versatile career

opportunities: The amalgamation of
Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning and Deep Learning provides
thoughtful path for individuals to make
innovations. It also helps in terms of
productivity and accuracy which

ultimately helps in reshaping the
world. We all have heard that AI is
ready to replace a lot of jobs that
humans do. Yes, it is true. Artificial
Intelligence is one of the emerging
technologies making its mark in every
industry ranging from fashion to
finance. It is creating more than 100
million roles in all the major sectors. AI
has become intrinsic to key sectors
like automobile industry, smart home
devices, online customer support,
security surveillance, retail, healthcare
and many more. Therefore, AI
provides bright and versatile career
opportunities. Innovating and
operating AI systems not only give you
a decent salary but also a dynamic
career trajectory. Job profiles can
range from Machine Learning
Engineer, Software Engineer,
Hardware Engineer, Research
Engineer, Business Intelligence
Developer and even Data Scientist.
Big employers like Google, Amazon,
and Microsoft hire AI experts. People
always think that AI draws its attention
only in computer or space related
industries whereas the reality is that
Artificial intelligence has got
everything in the bag to stand out from
the crowd. 

ii) Automation and smart decision
making: AI technology has ensured a
lot of progress in the field of
automation and is cited as one of the
most remarkable benefits of modern
technology. It has had momentous
impact in the field of communications,
transportation, consumer products,
and service industries. Automation not
only concentrates on increasing
productivity but also allows more
efficient use of raw materials,
improved product quality, reduced
lead times, and superior safety. AI
technology can coordinate data
delivery, analyse trends, develop data
consistency, provide forecasts, and
quantify uncertainties to make the
best decisions for the company.

iii) Aiding medical sciences and
solving complex problems: AI has
made enormous contribution in the
field of healthcare. Remote patient
monitoring technology, monitoring the
progression of contagious diseases,
prediction of future effects and
outcomes, prompt suggestion for
treatments, diagnoses of certain
health condition without requiring the
patient to visit the hospital are some of
the key benefits of AI in medical fields.

iv) Research and data analysis: AI
helps in analysing the data in more
efficient manner. The technology
helps to create predictive models and
algorithms to process data and
understand the impending outcomes
of different trends and scenarios. The
advanced computing features of AI
help in speeding up the processing
and analysis of data for research and
development.

v) Managing repetitive tasks and
ensuring continuity: AI powered
robotic automation process helps in
removing unnecessary repetition of
tasks as well as performing repeated
tasks. As risk management heavily
relies on data management and
analysis, AI-powered tools can help
organizations to respond to the crisis
proactively. AI technology not only
helps companies to make critical
decisions but also prepares them for

any emergency to ensure business
continuity. 

Pitfalls of Artificial Intelligence
There are two sides to every coin. We,

as humans, need to use our wisdom to
utilize the positive side of any technology
for creating a better world. There are
many myths and theories that promote
the fear of "rise of the robots." As on date,
there is not a single application of AI
which that can destroy or dominate
humanity. Ultimately, it is a human driven
resource made for the benefit of mankind.
Nevertheless, the concern remain as to
what will happen if the human quest for AI
leads to an AI system so strong that it
encompasses the human brains in all
reasoning, intellectual and perceptive
tasks? 

In 1965, British Mathematician and
Cryptologist I J Good, rightly pointed out
that designing smarter AI systems in itself
is a rational and thoughtful task.
Discovering and revolutionizing the new
technologies like Superintelligence help
the society at large to exterminate war,
disease, poverty and this is the reason
why AI became the biggest and most
important human innovation. Such a
system could hypothetically experience
recursive self-improvement, raising an
intelligence explosion leaving human
intellect far behind, thus triggering the
concern whether such system could
intentionally or unintentionally cause
great harm to the human civilization. We
can only hope that researchers will
prepare a counter technology to inhibit
possible negative consequences and
ensure that humans continue to employ AI
to their benefit while evading pitfalls.  

Most of the researchers working in the
AI domain think that any AI is unlikely to
imitate complex human emotions like love
or hate. Therefore, there is very less
possibility for an AI system becoming
deliberately compassionate or malicious.
Scientists predict two negative scenarios
that are most likely to happen if an AI
system is not utilized properly. 

i) Devastation: Autonomous weapons
are artificial intelligence systems and their
aim is to terminate objects they are
programmed to kill. If it is given in the
hands of wrong persons, these weapons
could easily cause mass fatalities. To
ensure greater efficacy, such weapons
could be designed to be extremely difficult
to simply turn them off, causing human
intervention to fail. This risk is one that is
present even in narrow AI, but grows as
the level of AI increases.

ii) High expectation, low results: AI
are generally designed for beneficial
tasks but it cannot be guaranteed that the
system completely achieves its goals or
does not work contrary to its original
objective. This can happen if we fail to
fully align the AI's goals with ours. For
example, if you ask an intelligent car to
take you to the railway station as fast as
possible, it might get you there in no time
but may cause destruction on the way. 
(The author is Professor in CSE
Department, J D College of Engin-
eering and Management, Nagpur, 
e-mail: svsonekar@jdcoem.ac.in)
Views expressed are personal

Image Courtesy : Google
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way, with 336.34 lakh
registrations and over 169 crore
transactions.

11. BHIM
Bharat Interface for Money

(BHIM) is an app that makes
payment transactions simple,
easy and quick using Unified
Payments Interface (UPI). It
enables direct bank-to-bank
payments instantly and
collection of money using a
mobile number, payment
address, or QR code. Pioneered
and developed by National
Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI), BHIM was launched in
2016 to bring in financial
inclusion to the nation and a
digitally empowered society.
BHIM is a unique payment
solution which can be used
without internet as well. One
may dial *99# from any phone
and avail the same features of
BHIM on their mobile screen.
You can also register for BHIM
using *99#. Currently BHIM is
available 20 languages. 

12. SWAYAM
SWAYAM (Study Webs of

Active-learning for Young
Aspiring Minds) as a platform is
unique in many ways and the
salient features make it all the
more desirable among the
students as well as other target
groups. Over 2,000 courses
(school, vocational,
undergraduate, postgraduate,
Engineering, and other

professional courses) delivered
through SWAYAM are available
free of cost to the learners. The
platform gives learners access to
best-in-class instructors,
proctored exams, weekly
assignments, video lectures,
specially-prepared reading
material that can be
downloaded/printed, self-
assessment tests and quizzes,
and offers an online discussion
forum for clearing the doubts.
Over one lakh learners have
successfully obtained certificates
through SWAYAM.

13. e-NAM
National Agriculture Market

(NAM) is a pan-India electronic
trading portal which networks the
existing APMC (Agriculture
Produce Marketing Committee)
mandis to create a unified
national market for agricultural
commodities. The NAM Portal
provides a single window service
for all APMC-related information
and services. This includes
commodity arrivals and prices,
buy and sell trade offers and
provision to respond to trade
offers. While material flow
(agriculture produce) continues
to happen through mandis, an
online market reduces
transaction costs and
information asymmetry. 1.69
crore farmers, 1.5 lakh traders,
87,000 commission agents and
2,000 FPOs are onboard e-
NAM. Small Farmers
Agribusiness Consortium
(SFAC) is the lead agency for
implementing eNAM under the
aegis of Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmers' Welfare,
Government of India.

14. DIKSHA
An initiative of NCERT and

Ministry of Education, DIKSHA
(Digital Infrastructure for
Knowledge Sharing) is a national
platform for school education.
Launched in 2017, DIKSHA has
since been adopted by 35
States/UTs as well as CBSE,
NCERT, and SCERTs and by
crores of learners and teachers.
DIKSHA currently supports over
18 languages and also offers
content for the hearing-impaired
in sign language and the
visually-impaired in Digital
Accessible Information System
(DAISY). In the context of
COVID-19-related disruption of
schooling, DIKSHA makes it
possible for all States/UTs to
enable learning/education at
home through innovative State
programmes. 

15. GOVERNMENT E-
MARKETPLACE

Government e-Marketplace

(GeM) is single window solution

for online procurement of

common use Goods & Services

required by various Government

Departments/Organisations/PSU

s. GeM aims to enhance

transparency, efficiency and

speed in public procurement. It

also provides the tools for direct

purchase, e-bidding and reverse

e-auction to facilitate the

government users to achieve the

best value for the money. The

portal offers online registration

facilities for all stakeholders

namely Government users,

product sellers and service

providers.

16. NATIONAL COMMON
MOBILITY CARD

NCMC is an offline contactless
card which provides an easy,
convenient and fast method of
digital payment to the citizens for
all routine low value transactions
including public transport and
retail. More than 2.66 crore
NCMC debit cards have been
issued till April 2021.
17. PRODUCTION LINKED
INCENTIVE

India could be the next
smartphone capital of the world,
estimated to have 820 million
users in the next two years. In
such a promising scenario,
manufacturing of an entire
mobile ecosystem will help the
country on the global production
map along with generating jobs
in the near future. Approved with
financial outlay of Rs. 12,195
crore, Production Linked
Incentive (PLI) scheme for
Telecom and Networking
prodcuts came into effect from
April 1, 2021.

18. DIGIBUNAI
DigiBunai is a first of its kind

open source software for
Jacquard and dobby weaving. It
has the unique feature of
Garment Viewer which works as
a play area for designers/
weavers. The computed-aided
textile designing and weaving
software optimizes the pre-loom
loading process of design
creation, generation of graph,
and punching the jacquard cards
for the weaving with the ability to
view the complete garment
digitally with various colour
combination and sizes before
weaving. It is customizable
(language and library of local

designs) and also has the ability
to integrate digital design tool of
the user's choice. The portal is
aimed at livelihood
enhancement, increased self-
employment, and preserving
handloom heritage of India. 

19. KHOYA PAYA
The Khoya Paya portal is a

citizen-based website to
exchange information on
missing and found children. It
has been developed by the
Ministry of Women and Child
Development and the
Department of Electronics and
Information Technology (DeitY).
The website is an enabling
platform, where citizens can
report missing children, as well
as sightings of their whereabouts
without wasting much time. The
'Found' children can also be
reported on this web portal. The
reporting can be done through
text, photographs, videos and
other means of transmitting and
uploading information to the site.

20. PM-DISHA
The Pradhan Mantri Gramin

Digital Saksharta Abhiyan (PM-
DISHA) is a dynamic and
integrated platform of digital
literacy awareness, education
and capacity programmes that
will help rural communities fully
participate in the global digital
economy. It is the world's largest
digital literacy programme to
impart basic computer training to
6 crore citizens from rural areas
across States/UTs. The
programme also trains them to
operate digital access devices
(tablets, smartphones) and
ndertake digital payments.
(Compiled by Annesha
Banerjee & Anuja Bhardwajan)

Source: digitalindia.gov.in

Continued from page 2

SIX YEARS OF DIGITAL INDIA

At present there is no specialized
course for DIT from any recognized
institute. Private film school Whistling
Woods International (WWI), Mumbai, may
be adding the inputs about DIT in their
curriculum, anytime soon in their coming
academic year. For most who may not
have Cinematography studies as a
background, it is learnt on the job as an

Intern to a team of Colorists in a post-
production house or by picking up
knowledge and equipment being a
Camera Assistant/Associate. In these
regards, Sid Meer, owner and colorist of
Bridge Postworks, has a dedicated team
of DITs, who go on shoots and some of
them later work as Colorists for the DI of
the same asset. As Sid Meer says, they

are open to taking interns and assistants
and full-fledged DITs who have it in them
to make a mark.

Along with Sid, there is Neil Sadwekar,
who is in the business for almost 10
years, working as a consultant and a DIT
on 60 features, providing data and
workflow management services to the
Indian film community. It is not necessary
that only a cinematography student/
professional can work as a DIT.

It can even be a video editor or a sound
person too, combining their respective
editing and audio skills and knowledge of
working on NL Edit/sound software
systems. One should basically be in love
with filmmaking and have an interest in
this sort of work. According to Neil
Sadwekar, he has given alternate career
openings to many fresh editing graduates

of FTII and WWI. So the best option after
your Graduation, is to learn Filmmaking
and your specializing craft ( a must ) from
a reputed Institute like FTII, Pune or
SRFTI, Kolkata and other regional and
private institutes. As Neil adds, this
background helps in being a DIT and get
good introduction to the workflow, make
contacts amongst  producers, travel the
world and settle down as DOP/Editor or
continue as a DIT and embark upon a
remarkable career option suited so well to
the current ever-changing digital cinema
requirements.

(The author is Cinematographer and
Associate Professor of Cinemato-
graphy at FTII, Pune)

Views expressed are personal
Image Courtesy : Google

Trivia
Director Blake Edwards was the first to use the beam-splitter single-camera
system invented by engineer Jim Songer in the 1968 film The Party
In India, R.M.Rao, FTII alumni and a well known advertising films
Cinematographer, brought in the then new and innovative 'video assist' in 1992
from Germany through ARRI, as he owned cine cameras and put on rent his
Arriflex Arri 3 and Arri 435 with flicker free video assist later in 1996.

Continued from page 4
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The Ministry of Education has
launched YUVA - Prime

Minister's Scheme for Mentoring
Young Authors to train budding
authors below the age of 30 in
order to promote reading, writing
and book culture in the country
and project India and Indian
writing globally. The scheme is in
tune with the Prime Minister's
vision to encourage young
writers to write about India's
freedom struggle as we
celebrate 75 years of
Independence. Moreover, the
National Education Policy 2020
emphasizes on empowering
young minds and creating a
learning ecosystem that can
nurture young learners for future
leadership roles. To foster this
goal, YUVA will go a long way in
cementing the foundation of
these leaders of tomorrow. The
books prepared under the
scheme will be published by
National Book Trust (NBT).

Employment News caught up
with the Director of National
Book Trust Lt. Col. Yuvraj Malik
for a short interview on the YUVA
scheme. The interviewer is 
S. Rangabashiam, a New Delhi
based Freelance News Anchor
with All India Radio.
1. What is YUVA - PM's
scheme for mentoring young
authors?

YUVA (Young, Upcoming and
Versatile Authors) is a
mentorship programme that
emphasizes on empowering the
young minds and creating a
learning eco-system that will
enable young writers/authors of
the country to represent India
and Indian writings globally. The
scheme has been conceptu-
alized on the premise that the
twenty-first century India needs
to groom a generation of young
authors to create ambassadors
of Indian literature. Under the
scheme, aspiring young writers
under the age of 30 years can
send in their manuscripts in any
of the 22 Scheduled languages
of India or English. After a
comprehensive assessment
process, 75 manuscripts will be

selected to be developed and 
published by National Book 
Trust, India. Borrowing from the 
PM's vision of Ek Bharat 
Shreshtha Bharat, this will be the 
first-ever multi-lingual authors' 
mentorship programme at the 
national level that will provide a 
platform to the young writers to 
pen their thoughts on various 
known and unknown facets of 
the National Movement as part 
of the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav 
programmes.
2. How will NBT ensure that
the books published under the
scheme are of quality and the
scheme will be beneficial for
the aspiring young writers?

NBT has a wide pool of 
resources at its disposal for the 
young writers participating in the 
scheme. The selection of the top 
75 will be done by an expert 
panel constituted by NBT.  A two-
week programme will be 
organized where the selected 
young writers will be extensively 
trained by eminent authors/
mentors from our panel of 
accomplished authors and 
writers. The mentorship process 
will be undertaken by language 
specific authors/mentors that will 
especially help the young writers 
express themselves better in 
their language of preference. 
The young writers will get to 
expand their understanding 
through participation in various 
national and international literary 
events, books fair, cultural 
exchange programmes, etc. that 
NBT regularly organises and 
participates in. This scheme 
aims to encourage young writers 
to hone their craft so that they 
can optimize their potential and 
become thought leaders of the 
future.
3. What are the salient
features of the scheme?

Any young Indian who has a 
knack for writing and is below the

age of 30 years (as of June 01,
2021) is eligible to take part in
the scheme. 75 promising young
writers will be selected through
an All-India contest that is being
held on nbtindia.gov.in/
MyGov.in from June 1-July 31
2021. The contest for particip-
ation is open in all 22 Scheduled
languages recognised by the
Constitution of India as well as
English. The selected young
writers will be awarded Rs
50,000 per month for 6 months
and 10% royalty upon successful
publication of their books. It is an
opportunity that is not to be
missed by any young mind of our
nation. In tune with the PM's
vision of Global Citizen and Ek
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat, the
scheme will prove to be a step
forward in helping India establish
herself as Vishwa Guru.   
4. This is a first of its kind
scheme at the national level.
How will National Book Trust,
India be a part of this scheme?

National Book Trust, India has
been providing affordable and
accessible books and reading
material since the last 64 years.
As the implementing agency for
the scheme, National Book
Trust, India will ensure the
phase- wise execution of the
scheme under well-defined
stages of mentorship. The
scheme has been subdivided
into two phases of 3 months
each - (i) training, (ii) promotion.
The first phase shall focus on the
mentorship aspect, wherein the
young writers will be trained by
eminent authors/mentors under
NBT's advisory panel on the eco-
system of publishing. In the
second phase, the authors will
be given a chance to interact at
various national and interna-
tional literary platforms. It is in
this phase that their books will be
published and translated in other
Indian languages. 

5. What is the vision behind
keeping national movement as
the theme for PM's YUVA
scheme?

Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi, in his Mann Ki
Baat, on January 31, called upon
youngsters to write about the
freedom fighters, events
associated with them and tales
of valour during the freedom
struggle from their areas. This
became the vision behind the
scheme as the national
movement was the defining
period of India's history. The idea
is to acquaint the youth with the
freedom struggle and to bring to
fore their perspective on the
national movement in a creative
and innovative manner. While
preparing them as authors and
creative leaders of the future,
this scheme will ensure to bring
to centre-stage the rich heritage
of accumulated ancient Indian
wisdom.

YUVA - PM's Mentoring Scheme for Young Authors
Preparing Thought Leaders of Tomorrow
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S. Name of Post No. of Level in Pay Matrix  
No. Posts
1. Assistant 16 Level - 6 (Rs. 35,400-1,12,400)
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https://nclt.gov.in under the link Public Notices. Last date for
receipt of applications through proper channel is 31.08.2021.

(Dr. Uttam Kumar Pahari)
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NATIONAL
Piyush Goyal appointed leader of House in Rajya Sabha
Union Minister Piyush Goyal has become the Leader of the
House in the Rajya Sabha. He replaced Thaawarchand
Gehlot, who is now the Governor of Karnataka. Mister
Goyal had been deputy leader of Rajya Sabha under Mr
Gehlot.

AI - powered app for Central Govt grievances
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched an Artificial Intelligence-powered griev-
ance management application in New Delhi on July 15. Jointly developed by Min-
istry of Defence and IIT-Kanpur, the application will automatically handle and
analyse the complaints of the people, thereby reducing human intervention, saving
time and bringing more transparency in their disposal. This is the first AI based
grievance management system to be adopted by the Central Government. Given
that lakhs of complaints are received on CPGRAMS portal of DARPG, this appli-
cation will have great use in understanding the nature of complaints, geographies
from where they emanate and policy changes which can be introduced to create
systemic improvements to address grievances.

NEET (UG) - Urdu, Punjabi, Malayalam added to language options
For the first time, aspirants will be able to write the Under Graduate National Eligi-
bility Cum Entrance Test (NEET), in Urdu, Punjabi and Malayalam, taking the
number of languages eligible for writing NEET to 13. Earlier, students had the
option to choose from Hindi, Assamese, Bengali, Odia, Gujarati, Marathi, Telugu,
Kannada, Tamil, and English. The decision in in line with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's vision of promoting regional languages under National Education Policy
2020.

School Innovation Ambassador Training Program launched
Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and Tribal Affairs Minister Arjun Munda
jointly launched the School Innovation Ambassador Training Program. The pro-
gramme, launched on July 16, aims to train 50,000 school teachers on innovation,
entrepreneurship, design thinking, product development and idea generation. The
program has been designed by the Innovation Cell of the Ministry of Education and
AICTE for School Teachers.

I&B Minister expresses grief over photojournalist’s demise
Union Information and Broadcasting Minister Anurag Thakur has
expressed grief over the death of Pulitzer-winning Indian photo-
journalist Danish Siddiqui.In a Tweet, Mr Thakur said, “Danish
Siddiqui leaves behind an extraordinary body of work.” Siddiqui
was killed in clashes in Spin Boldak district of Kandahar city in
Afghanistan while on a reporting assignment embedded with the
Afghan Special Forces.

MoS I&B visits Ministry’s media units in Chennai
Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting L
Murugan interacted with the heads of Ministry's media
units in Chennai and reviewed their functioning. The
regional team of Publications Division also met with the
Minister and gave him an overview of the department’s
operations and performance.

ECONOMY
IFSCA unified regulator of financial services under IFSC
International Financial Services Centres Authority (IFSCA)
has been established as a unified regulator to develop and
regulate financial products, financial services and financial
institutions in the International Financial Services Centres
(IFSC) in India. The Finance Ministry said that since devel-
opment in medicinal science and technology will support
extending the lifespan and longevity of this generation, such
demographic change will throw open new challenges and opportunities in the
areas of wealth management, health, insurance, and other investment products.

India targets Rs 100 billion 'Blue Economy'
India aims to achieve the Rs 100 billion 'Blue Economy' through its Deep Ocean
Mission (DOM) and ocean resources in the coming years. According to Science
and Technology Minister Dr Jitendra Singh, Deep Ocean Mission will also have far-
reaching benefits for the common man as it could help in providing clean drinking
water and explore the avenues of desalination of water as well as extracting min-
erals from the ocean belt. Deep Ocean Mission planned by the Ministry of Earth
Sciences will be carried out in collaboration with Indian Space Research Organi-
sation. It will be a major step in the direction of integrating and bringing together
the efforts of the different streams of science operating under different Ministries in
the government.

RBI’s Retail Direct facility for investment in Govt. Securities
The RBI Retail Direct facility launched on July 13, 2021 is a one-stop solution to
facilitate investment in Government Securities, G-Sec by individual investors.
Under this facility, retail investors will have the facility to open and maintain the
Retail Direct Gilt, RDG Account with RBI. The RDG account can be opened
through an online portal provided for the purpose of the scheme.

INTERNATIONAL
Sher Bahadur Deuba sworn in as Nepal's PM
Nepali Congress leader Sher Bahadur Deuba
has been sworn in as Nepal's Prime Minister.
He was earlier the leader of the opposition in the
outgoing KP Sharma Oli-led government.
Deuba was elected the new PM after country's
apex court reinstated the Parliament dissolved
by caretaker PM K P Sharma Oli in May. Deuba
had claimed to have the support of 149
members of the 275-seat lower house. This is the fifth time that he is returning to
power as the Prime Minister of the Himalayan Nation.

15 EU countries recognise COVISHIELD for travel
World Health Organization (WHO) Chief Scientist Soumya Swaminathan has said
that 15 countries in the European Union (EU) now recognise COVISHIELD vaccine
for travellers. The countries are Germany, Slovenia, Austria, Switzerland, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Spain, Belgium, Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary, Latvia, Sweden, and
the Netherlands.

BHIM-UPI launched in Bhutan
India's digital payment application, Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM), has been
launched in Bhutan. In a statement, the Finance Ministry said that Bhutan is the
first country, in India's immediate neighbourhood, to use the BHIM app for mobile-
based payments and "to adopt Unified Payments Interface (UPI) standards for its
QR deployment". BHIM app works through UPI, a system that powers multiple
bank accounts into a single mobile application.

SPORTS
Italy crowned Euro Cup 2020 champions
Italy lifted their second European Championship trophy after they defeated
England 3-2 in penalty shoot-out in the Euro 2020 final at Wembley Stadium in
London. The match had ended 1-1 after extra time. Italy goalkeeper Gianluigi Don-
narumma saved penalties in a row after England's Marcus Rashford hit the post.
Federico Bernardeschi, Leonardo Bonucci and Domenico Berardi all scored for the
Azzurri.It was the first final to be decided on penalties since Czechoslovakia beat
West Germany in 1976.

Argentina beat Brazil 1-0 to win Copa America tournament
Argentina ended its 28-year drought for a major international trophy as it defeated
Brazil 1-0 in the Copa America final. Argentina's winning goal at the Maracana
Stadium in Rio de Janeiro came as Angel Di Maria scored the only goal of the
match in the 22nd minute. Argentina's win is a particular triumph for Barcelona
striker Lionel Messi, who picked up his first ever title in a blue and white shirt after
more than 10 years of club and individual honours.

Novak Djokovic clinches 6th Wimbledon title
Novak Djokovic clinched his sixth title at Wimbledon
beating Italian seventh seed Matteo Berrettini 6-7(4),
6-4, 6-4, 6-3. The win earned the Serbian a 20th
Grand Slam title, equalling the Men's record haul
held by Switzerland's Roger Federer and Rafa Nadal
of Spain. Djokovic has now won all three Grand Slam
Men's titles in this year, having already won the Aus-
tralian Open and the French Open. In Women's Singles, Australian top seed Ash-
leigh Barty won the title, defeating eighth seed Karolina Pliskova of Czech Repub-
lic 6-3, 6-7, 6-3. In Mixed Doubles, Neal Skupski of Britain and Desirae Krawczyk
of the US lifted the trophy. Croatian pair and first-seed Nikola Mektic and Mate
Pavic won the Men's Doubles final. Elise Mertens of Belgium and Hsieh Su-wei of
Taiwan clinched Women's Doubles title. American Samir Banerjee lifted the Boy's
Singles title. Ane Mintegi Del Olmo became the first Spanish player to win the Girls'
Singles title at Wimbledon.

Former cricketer Yashpal Sharma passes away
Former India cricketer Yashpal Sharma passed away fol-
lowing a cardiac arrest in New Delhi. He was 66. Sharma
was member of the 1983 World Cup-winning team. In a
career spanning from 1979 to 1983, he played 37 Tests for
India and scored 1,606 runs with two centuries and nine
half-centuries, and had no ducks.
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